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PREFACE

The Shotover River had been identified as the major contributor of sediment to
the Upper Clutha River system.

This publication reports the results of a survey which was undertaken in early
1975 to identify the sources and types of sediment entering the Shotover River
system and discusses the feasibility of arresting the erosion by the application
of known techniques.

The survey was organised, co-ordinated and carried out by the Water and Soil
Division, Ministry of Works and Development, Dunedin. The Otago Catchment
Board, the N.Z. Geological Survey and the Soil Bureau, DSIR, the N.Z. Forest
Service, the Department of Lands and Survey, and the Ministry of Agricultur.e
and Fisheries assisted either with the field work and/or contributed information
and this is gratefully acknowledged.

Special thanks are given to Mr and Mrs A. L. Borrell of the Branches Station
whose assistance expedited the fìeld operations in the upper reaches of the Shot-
over Catchment and whose hospitality was very much appreciated.

This publication has been prepared from the draft report compiled by G. W.
Goodyear, V. C. Slator and R. C. Christian assisted by E. I. Robertson, |. L.
Burton and A. M. Campbell, Water and Soil Division, Ministry of Works and
Development, Dunedin.
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1. Introduction and Purpose
Surveys carried out at regular intervals have shown a
steady build up of sediments in Lake Roxburgh at a

rate requiring the matter to be better understood.
Common observation has identified the silt-laden waters
of the Kawarau River as a major supplier of sediment
and its largest tributary, the Shotover River, as its
main contributor. (See Fig. 1 for location of the
catchment.)

A study of the available information on geology,
soils and sediment gaugings has confìrmed the Shot-
over as the greatest sediment-yielding major subcatch-
ment of the Upper Clutha River system.

The purpose of the survey was to identify the
sources and types of sediment entering the Shotover
River system and to report on the feasibility of arrest-
ing the erosion by the application of known tech-
niques.

A multidisciplinary task force from Water and Soil
Division, Ministry of Works and Development, assist-
ed by New Zealand Geological Survey, Otago Catcl-r-
ment Boarcl, New Zealand Forest Seryice ancl the
Department of Lands and Survey, carried out the field-
work between February and April 1975.
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Frc. 1: Location oÍ Shotover Ríuer catcltment.
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3. Topography, Soils and Yegetation
5.I TOPOGRAPHY

The Shotover catchment is mainly a mountainous
area ranging in altitude from about 300m at its con-
fluence with the l(awarau River, to its highest point,
Centaur Peak, at 2518m; 660/o of. the catchment lies
above 900m and l9o/o above 1500m (see Fig. 2). The
total area of the catchment is 109 580 ha. The river
system is deeply entrenched in steep-walled valleys with
a general north-south alignment, controlled largely by
geological structute and faulting. The generally west-
dipping foliation planes of the schist basement result
in west-facing valley side slopes of 20 to 50' and very
steep east-facing scarp slopes. Where tributaries flow
\Mest-east across this general trend, they have cut prom-
inent gorges as exemplified by lowel Stony Creek, Flood
Burn, Sixteen Mile Creek, Glencairn Creek, and À4oon-

light Creek.
Flights of terraces of glacial origin occur in several

parts of the catchment. Exarnples of these are at the
Branches Flat, the Shotover above Sixteen N4ile Creek,
Polnoon Burn and Moonlight Creek. The relative scar-
city of glacial features in the topography is attributed
to the softness of the basement rock and the profound
erosion since the last major ice advance (Brown.
1956) . However, the open, cirque-like heads of man-v

of the tributaries and the rolling topography of The
Island are examples of glacial features remaining in
the catchment. The mountain ranges and river system
are described in more detail by Park (1909), Browu
(1956) and ACB Bulletin No. 2 (pp. 5-6),

3,2 SOILS

The soils of the upper Shotover we1'e surveyed in
1955 and the lower Shotover in 7954 (reported by
McCraw in OCB Bulletins I and 2, respectively)
using a classifìcation based on topography. There is
a general trend, rvith increasing rainfall, from yellow-
grey earths in the southeast, through yellow-brorvn
earths to podzolised yellow-brown earths in the lvest
and north. The following description is made rvith ref-
erence fo Soil Bureau Bulletin 27 (1968) and accom-
panying regional soil map, Sheet 10 (1969).

3.2,1 Upl¡Np RN¡ Hrcn CouNrnv Ysllow-¡nov¿N
Eanrl+s

These are made up mainly of Moonlight and Dunstan
steepland soils which constitute the great bulk, by
area, of the soils of the catchment, and these have a
lov¿ to very lorv natural nutrient status. Their loose,
friable nature makes them highly susceptibie to ero-
sion and, once eroded, they are very diffìcult to re-
claim. Smaller areas of Nevis and Teviot soils are found
on terraces and rolling slopes, respectively, at the
Branches, Moonlight, Skippers and Sixteen Mile Creek
areas. These soils have similar properties to those of
Moonlight and Dunstan soils but their gentler slopes
make them less susceptible to erosion.

3.2.2 P oozorrsBr YBrr-ow-BRowN Eanrss

These occur at the heads of the Polnoon and Shot-
over and the Lochnagar atea, and in the west of the
catchment in Moonlight Creek aud Stony Creek. The
two soils occurring in this group are Polnoon, and
Haast steepland soils, both with very low natural nut-
rient status. Both are prone to erosion, although Pol-
noon soils occur on gentler slopes than Haast steep-
land and are thus less susceptible.

3.2.3 Yr:,row-cREY EeRrrrs

These occur in the lower reaches of the Shotover
rvhere rainfall is comparatively low, and consist of
Arrow steepland soils, and Blackstone, Shotover, and
Wanaka soils with associated hill soils. These soils
have a medium to high natural nutrient status and on
easier slopes are generally arable.

3.2.4 OncaNrc, REcENT ¡No Ar-prNp Sorls

A small area of Otanomomo soil is mapped on the
eastern edge of The Island and other sma1l pockets of
this organic soil occur in isolated areas throughout the
catchment, generally on lorv-lying parts of high ter-
races.

Matukituki, a lecent soil with medium natural nut-
rient status, is found on river flats in the Shotover
above the Shiel Burn confluence, in the middle reaches
of the Polnoon, at the Branches flat, and in Moon-
light and Moke Creeks.

Alpine steepland soils occur generally above 1600
to 1800rn though they extend to lower altitudes on
very steep slopes.

For a more detailed account of the soils within the
catchment see McCraw in OCB Bulletins 1 and 2. Nofe
that advances in pedological knowledge between 1956
and 1966 required a correlation table to be includecl
in the 1966 report and this should be referred to in
conjunction rvith the 1956 report.

3.3 VEGETATION

Grassland is the dominant vegetation of the Shotover
catchment in terms of area, with subalpine scrub and
mountain beech forest also signifìcant. The various
types of vegetation have been listed and describecl
in detail by Wardle in OCB Bulletin No. I for that
portion of the catchment above and including Skip-
pers Creek and in OCB Bulletín No. 2 for the remaind-
er of the catchment. The following brief notes sum-
marise Wardle's groupings of vegetation in the Shot-
over, the vegetation types being listed in order of im-
portance of areal extent.

3.3.1 Gn¡ssrano

(a\ Snow tussock grassland: On sunny faces snow
ttrssock (Cltionochloa spp.) extends from about 900m
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SHOTOVER RIVER CATCHMENT

to over 1800m on favourable sites. On shady aspects
it may occur down to 600m. Over large areas in the
upper catchment, especially at higher altitudes, snow
tussock is completely dominant but elsewhere burning
and grazing have led to an increase in the proportion
of low tussock and a decrease in litter.

(b) Low tussoclc grassland: This occurs predom-
inantly below the levels of snow tussock grassland
where it is usually dominated by hard tussock (Fes-
tuca nouae-zelandiae) . Small areas of alpine low
tussock grassland where blue tussock (Poa colensoi)
is dominant, occur on favourable sites at high altitudes.

(c) Sward grassland: This is usually domin-
ated by browntop (Agrost,is tenuis), and has replaced
low tussock grassland on low altitude terraces and
slopes in many parts of the catchment downstream
from the junction of the Shotover with the polnoon
and Flood Burn.

3,3.2 Snnuer-eNo

(a) Subalpine shrubland: This occrlrs up to 1700m
mainly on shady aspects in the western and northern
parts of the catchment. Dracophyllum uniltorLtm ot
D. pronum are usually the most common species
present.

(b) Matagouri shrubland: Matagouri (Discaria tou-
matott) occurs commonly on steep r.ocky slopes ad-
jacent to rivers and streams, and on stony flats and
fans, particularly in the drier parts of the catchment.

5

(c) Manuka shrubland: The main occurrence of
manuka (Leptospermum scopariurn) is in the Moon-
light catchment where it has invaded low tussock
glassland. In the early 1960s it occupied considerable
areas of north-facing slopes below 900m. Comparison
of photos taken in 1975 with those taken in 1961
shows a considerable reduction in its extent since the
introduction of manuka blight to the region about
I 960.

3.3,3 MouNrerN BsncH FoRBsr

Map 2 (catchment cover) indicates the present dis-
tribtrtion of mountain beech (Nothofagus sòIandri var.
clifJortíoides) forest which occurs in discontinuous
areas up to 1070m with an extreme limit of 1200m.

3.3.4 MrNon VncBrarloN Typrs

These include alpine cushion plant association, fell-
field, wet ground and bracken communities, and
pioneer communities on river gravel and sluice tailings.

3.3.5 Noxrous WBEts

The most common noxious weeds in the catchment
are the poisonous St. |ohn's wott (Hyperícum perf,ora-
tum) and sweet brier (Rosa rubiginosa). The former is
common in low tussock grasslands in many parts of the
catchment below Sixteen Mile Creek. Sweet brier con-
tinues to spread into areas of matagouri shrubland
and adjacent low tussock grassland.
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4. Climate
This chapter investigates the interrelationship and
variation of climate, runofi and sediment yield through-
out the Shotover catchment. Meteorological data have
been used to supplement climate data collected during
the Shotover reconnaissance period.

4.1 PRECIPITATION

4.1.1 RarNrarr ParrenN wITHIN tHE CetcrrnrsNr

The Shotover catchment lies at the eastern margin
of the high mountainous area separating the high rain-
fall West Coast region from the drier Central Otago
region. Precipitation in this mountainous area normally
results from the movement of fronts from the west and
northwest. Rainfall increases on windward slopes
orving to the forced uplift of the frontal airstream,
and decreases on leeward slopes. As a consequence,
there is a marked tendency for precipitation to increase
to the west and northwest of the catchment. The
Shotover basin is encircled by a series of mountain
ranges. The Richardson Mountains to the west are
aligned north-south and the Harris Mountains to the
east are similarly aligned. The influence of this align-
ment on the rainfall pattern can be clearly seen in the
rainfall isohyet map Fig. 3.

There is a decrease in rainfall to the east or lee of
the Richardson Mountains and an increase in rainfall
to the west or windward of the Harris Mountains. In
addition there is a general increase in rainfall to the
northwest of the catchment. Somewhat puzzling is the
exceptionally high rainfall indicated in the northeast
of the catchment, where neither the vegetation cover
nor soil type is consistent with such a high rainfall (in
excess of 5100mm). Apart from this anomaly, both the
vegetation cover within the catchment and data from
rainfall stations around the catchment indicate an
increasing northwesterly rainfall gradient.

4.1.2 TsNrpoRARy RarNceucn Nnrwonr

Temporary storage raingauges (see Fig. 5) were in-
stalled at the old Long Gully hotel site, Sixteen Mile
hut and Polnoon hut. A series of five raingauges was
installed up the Ironstone Creek ridge on a west-
facing slope at altitudes of 520m,640m, 820m, 980m
and 1100m. Table 1 gives the total rainfalls accumu-
lated by each of these gauges except the Polnoon hut
gauge during the period 12 February 1975 to 14 April
1975, as well as the corresponding totals for meteoro-
logical gauges at Queenstown, Skippers and The
Branches.

These values conform with the pattern of an in-
creasing rainfall gradient in the north-west direction
apparent from the isohyetal map, Fig. 3. The lack of
large differences between the raingauges along the
Ironstone Creek ridge was unexpected as it is usual to
expect an increase in rainfall with altitude.

TABLE 1: COMPARATIVE RAINFALL TOTALS
12 FEBRUARY TO 14 APRIL 1975

Raingauge Accumulated Rainlali
(mm)

Queeenstown
Long Gully
Skippers
Ironstone Creek ridge network

520m
640m
820m
980m

1100m
The Branches
Sixteen Mile hut

4.1.3 RerNr'¡r-l IsonvBr M¡p

Figure 5 is the Meteorological Service isohyet map
altered to metric units for the catchment, derived from
mean annual rainfalls for the period l92l-5o. Tradi
tionally, subcatchment mean rainfalls are computed
by assuming that the mean rainfall over each portion
of area between adjacent isohyets is the average of
the two isohyets. This procedure is statistically un-
sound for most of the Shotover subcatchments as the
areas are too small in relation to the isohyet spacing'
Also the positions and values of the isohyets in high
altitude areas are necessarily approximate because of
the lack of high altitude rainfall data. It is consequent-
ly misleading to quote a single figure as a subcatch-
ment mean rainfall without indicating the likely range
of error. Alternative extreme upper and lower esti-
mates were calculated by using the upper or lower iso-
hyet values, respectively, as estimates of the mean rain-
fall between adjacent isohyets.

With the notable exceptions of the Shiel Burn and
Polnoon subcatchments, subcatchments to the west
have higher mean annual rainfall estimates than those
to the east; there is a similar general north-to-south
trend.

The Branches raingauge has been in operation since

lune 1973. There is a high correlation (r:0,93) be-

tween monthly values for this station and Queenstown.
Rainfall and flow are closely related. The close rela-
tionship between the Queenstown rainfall record and
the Shotover at Bowens Peak flow is illustrated in Fig.
4. This can be ascribed to the normal South Island
climate effects where seasonal snow and ice storage
recluces water runofÏ and adds to the spring and early
summer runoff.

Figure 5 is the percentage difÏerence of monthly
sediment, flow and rainfall means from the annual
means for the period luly 1967 to August 1974. The
major portion of flow and sediment (58o/o and 87o/o,

respectively) occurs in the five months comprising the
three spring months, plus December and March. In
contrast, only 53o/o of Queenstown rainfall occurs in
these months. There is not a very good correlation (r:
0.58) between monthly florv and monthly rainfall.

247
248
279

289
292
301
312
309
292
589
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SHOTOVER RIVER CATCHMENT
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4.2 TEMPERATURE

Temperature variations within the Shotover catch-
ment can only be inferred in relation to Queenstown
records and to assumed lapse rates. In the rvinter
months of |une, july, August, up to 4Oo/o of the
Shotover catchment is frozen but freeze-thaw cycles,
(see Table 2) ensurs constant disintegration of the
schist rock, particularly on northern faces,

SEDIMENT SOIIRCES SURVEY

OAILY
RAINFALL
nn /osY

4,3 REMAINING CLIMATE VARIABLES

Rainfall is the only climate variable that has been

measuïed in the Shotover catchment. Shotover alti-

tudinal mean temperatures have been derived from

the Queenstown record. For the remaining climate

variables, only general climatic features can be in-

ferred from the Queenstown climate record.

21
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Ftc. 4: Sltotover at Bowens peak llow and Queenstown rainlall from 1 February to I May 1975'
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SHOTOVER RIVER CATCHMENT

TABLE 2: QUEENSTO\MN CLIMATE SUMMARY 1941-70

Ian. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. lul. Attg. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. year
Rainfall (mm):

Highest monthly/annual total
Normal
Lowest monthly/annual total
Average number of days with rain
10mm or more
Maximum l-day rainfall (mm)
Estimated water balance-

Average runoff (mm)
Average de{icit (mm)

Temperature ('C)
Highest maximum
Mean monthly / annual maximum
Mean daily maximum
Nolmal
Mean daily minimum
Mean monthly/Annual minimum
Lowest minimum
Mean daily range
Mean daily grass minimum

Days with Frost-
Ground frost, average
Frost in screen, average

Relative Humidity (9/o) :

Average at 9 a.m.

Vapour pressure (MBS):
Average at 9 a.m,

Sunshine (hours):
Highest
Average
o,/o of possible
Lowest

Special pbenomena:
Average No. of days with snow
Average No. of days with hail

29.3 27.3 20.8 19.8 16.4 18.6 21.0 25.6 28.8
25.7 21.2 17.4 L3.9 13.1 15.3 18.1 21.7 23.9
19.2 15.3 tt.2 8.2 7.7 10.0 13.0 1s.8 17.7
13.7 10.6 6.8 4.3 1.5 5.4 8.1 10.4 12.4
8.3 5.7 2.6 0.3 _0.6 0.8 2.9 5.0 6.7
2.6 l.t 

-1.7 -3.7 -4.4 
_3.2 _1.4 0.2 1.5

0.0 -1.7 -6.7 -6.1 
_7.8 _5.9 _4.1 _2.5 _1.6

10.9 9.6 8.6 7.9 8.3 9.2 10.1 10.8 11.0
3.7 1.2 

-1.6 -3.7 -4.6 -3.5 
_1J 0.4 2.t

1 890-1 970*
1941-1970
1890-1970*

1 890-1970*
1890-1970*

1 890-1 970*
1 890-1 970*

1930-1970
1950-1970
1929-1970
1 93 1-t 960
1929-1970
1930-1970
I 930-1 970
1929-1970
1930-1970

1929-1970
1929-1970

1929-1970

1929-1970

1935-1970
1935-1970
1935-1970
1935-1 970

7929-t970
t929-1970

3 3 8 13 25 36 36 30 30 28 10 522723252053ß89

202 183 276 176 264 149 182 187 221 231 1s7 lst lt2674 66 76 7t 79 66 64 6t 76 76 76 64 84963731182182811530

977887778988g3
63 53 122 54 50 65 76 57 62 73 74 62 122

155 208 258 307 307
121 160 194 214 239
39 46 48 49 50
84 112 136 156 158

23.9 1B.5 12.3 5.8
11.4 2.6 0.6 0.1

151.6

34.1 32.3
28.9 27.7
21.5 21.4
15.6 15.6
9.7 9.8
4.6 4.2
0.7 7.2

1 1.8 11.6
5.3 5.3

tl.t I 1.5

300 261
245 199
55 51

161 141

31.7 34.1
27.O 29.6
20.4 15.1
14.6 10.1
8.8 5.0
3.8 -4.90.8 -7.811.6 10.1
4.4 0.6

2.6 148.6
. 52.7

4.2 9.7 18.5 23.7 26.5
. 0.1 5.2 1.4.2 18.5

73 77 81 81 82

10.4 8.8 7.0 5.9 5.s

218 170 136 102 122
180 110 92 73 86
47 4t 32 28 3l
131 92 58 52 s7

6.0 7.1 9.5 10.6 8.5

7178

0.1 0.1 0.1
. 0.1 0.2

0.3
0.1

1.0 2.0 2.3 1.8 1.5 0.9 0.6 0.50.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2

2136
1955

45
1670

11.0
2.5

*Includes observations from rainfall station.
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5. Land LIse
5.1 P.ASTORAL RUNS

Ten pastoral runs are partly or wholly within the

Shotoìer catchment. Three of these have only retired
country in the catchment while two are contained
wholly within the catchment.

All runs are under pastoral leases with retired areas

under pastoral occupation licence (POL) or in the
process of being placed under one. There is a small

t¡O+O ha) area of unoccupied Crown land at the head

of the Polnoon. Most runs have small blocks of free-

hold land. Except for The Branches and Ben Lomond,
all runs are under Otago Catchment Board "Fatms
Plans" as shown on Fig, 6,

5.1.1 Pnosì-EMS oF M¡,NRcPvrr,Nr

The Shotover catchment above Arthurs Point has

a predominance of summer over winter gtazing
country, 660/o being over 900m, with the catchment
lying predominantly to the south.

Of the seven runs with grazing country within the

catchment, five have low country outside the catch-

ment. This balancing of country is very important to
the economics of these runs. Mt Aurum is marginally
economic, mainly because of the shortage of safe win-
ter country.

Access is extremely difficult to most parts of the
catchment owing to the steep unstable country through
which tracks must be made. There is reasonable
county road access to Branches Station and Moke Lake.
Beyond these are four-wheel drive access tracks to 100

Mile Hut and Moonlight Stables Lodge, respectively'
(There are also short four-wheel drive access tracks
on Wharehuanui Station). These tracks are extremely
unreliable, crossing unstable countty, using riverbeds
and crossing rivers. Much of the catchment can only
be reached on horse or by foot' The workability of
much of the catchment is thus extremely poor. Sub-
catchments such as the Shiel Burn are virtually un-
grazed because of the poor access.

The two runs with homesteads within the catch-
ment are also isolated. It requires a special type of
person to manage a run of this type' Both have at
times been run by absentee owners as is the case at
present with Mt Aurum.

5,2 LAND USE
5,2.1 Hrsronv

A brief history of the area is given in OCB Bulletín
2, pp. 5I-3.

The first sheep were brought into the Wakatipu
district in 1861 by W. G, Rees and Nicholas von
Tunzelmann.

Gold was discovered in the Shotover in November
1862. There was an immediate rush and at one stage

there were 3000 miners in the Moke and Moonlight
and 2000 at Skippers. The river and creek beds were
worked over and later the terraces extensively tunnelled
and sluiced.

About 1867, alLcr the ilìitial lush had rcccdcd, the

runs were fully taken up and stock numbers rapidly
increased. In the late seventies, however, severe win-

then rabbits began to lower
and these factors, combined

many runs being abandoned.
to fluctuate with wool Prices

and rabbit numbers until 1920, when stock numbers

began steadily to increase. This was due mainly to a

decrease in rabbits and an increase in fine wool prices

which led to mainly merino flocks, of which more
could be carried on the high country'

In 1931 wool prices slumped, labour was scarce in
the war years, and stock numbers dropped to a lorv
in the early 1950s.

In 1932, Reid, who was running The Branches
station, bought cattle and by 1936 was running cattle
only. This continued until 1956 when sheep were again
introduced. Low wool prices, lack of labour, isolation,
poor access, and attacks on sheep by keas appear to
have been the main reasons for the change from sheep

to cattle on this run.
The 1948 Land Act, which gave runholders security

of tenure through new pastoral leases, and the forma-
tion of the Rabbit Destruction Council,led to a gradual
rise in stock numbers. This rise appears to have been
delayed in the Shotover until the mid-1950s. At about
this time aerial oversowing and topdressing (AOS &
TD) was having a major influence in improving high
country; however, its use does not appeú to have been

widespread in the Shotover.
A peak in sheep and total stock units in the Shoç

over wus reached in the late 1960s. Associated with
this was the introduction of cattle on all runs.

5.2.2 PnpsBNr MlNacBtrBNr PolrcY

Dropping wool prices, higher beef prices, a require'
ment to save labour and the use of cattle as a manage-

ment tool, especially with recent pressuÍe to reduce
burning, have led to the increase in cattle numbers in
recent years on all runs. As a result, sheep numbers in
the Shotover catchment have dropped in the last five
years. At Ben Lomond and Mt Aurum stations, only
cattle are now being run, There has been a drop in
total stock units since 1967. This trend should now
even out as cattle numbers reach their stock limitation
for the country.

Fewer cattle stock units than sheep units can be

carried on these high country runs owing mainly to
thcir prefereuce for the lower easier country and the

need for a reliable water supply. Stocking prcssures

have been heavy at times in certain parts of the catch-
ment, partly because of inadequate stock control. On
Branches Station, however, where only cattle were
run for 2O years, stocking in general has been light
and this is reflected in the dense vegetative cover over
much oT the upper catchment. A major cause of over-
stocking has been increases in numbers of rabbits, deer

and goâts at certain times, especially of goats. The
NZ Forest Service is at present endeavouring to con-
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LEGEND

Hatched - Areas over which cattle only
being run

Stippled - Areas retired or being retired

Catchment boundary

P.O.L. - Pastoral Occupational Licence

P.L. - Pastoral Lease

U.C.L, - Unoccupied Crown Land

F.P. - Otago Catchment Board Conserva-
tion Farm Plan
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trol the goat population. With this and the decrease in
stock numbers, the stocking pressure over most of the
catchment will be light. This trend should be main-
tained until grazing pressure over the whole catch'
ment is at an acceptable level.

Above Artnurs Point there are only very limited
areas of arable land. Most of this is around Moke Lake,
the Branches Flat, and other small flats and tertaces
below about 600m in the Shotover valley. At present
there is only one small patch of arable land at Moke
Lake being cropped. It is unlikely that the use of arable
land will become more intensive in the near future.

Little AOS & TD has been carried out. \Mhat has

been, is mainly in the lower catchment. In the last
ten years there has been an increase, especially on
Coronet Peak station which at present is applying
an average of 300 tonnes/year. Some AOS & TD has
been subsidised under farm plans. However, until
better stock control can be achieved, efficient use of
further AOS & TD is not possible.

5.3 STOCK CONTROL

5.3.1 FpNclNc

Natural boundaries such as rivers, deep gorges, and
high, steep ridges are used for both run boundaries and
internal block boundaries. Many of the run bound-
aries are mapped as straight lines unrelated to nat-
ural boundaries. 'What 

fences do exist are generally
on easier, more accessible country in the valleys and
lower catchment.

There has been an increase in subdivisional fencing
recently; this is partly due to subsidised fencing under
farm plans, mainly in the lower catchment.

Fencing is expensive in these high country areas
because of the long lengths of fencing needed to sub-
divide large blocks adequately, and the inaccessibility
of many areas. Helicopters rvould be needed to convey
materials and men to many of the sites.

5.3.2 RSTTpEMENT

As shown in Fig. 6, 38o/o of the catchment is at
present under some form of controlled retirement.

Five runs are at present in the process of retiring
12 30O ha under farm plans. Most of this country has
been more or less permanently destocked.

On The Branches station 24 000 ha is under a POL
and is virtually retired. There is no fence control, nat-
ural boundaries being relied on. Stock are run in the
main valleys and on the easier west-facing slopes. Stock
have rarely been run in the Shiel Burn because of dif-
ficult access. About 1500 ha of Coronet Peak's north-
ern area, and Ben Lomond and Mt Aurum stations are
running cattle only.

Large areas are unused through their inaccessibility
and because of stock preference for other areas.

Land retired from grazing at present, voluntarily or
under farm plans, is being placed under POLs under
proposed new policy of the Land Settlement Board.

SEDIMENT SOURCES SURYEY

5.4 BURNING
5,4.1 HrsronY

In the early years of pastoral occupation, runholders
used fire extensively to open up the dense tussock
cover and make it suitable for sheep grazing. At the
same time, areas of beech forest were destroyed in some
parts of the catchment, although most deforestation
probably occurred in pre-European times. Burning con-
tinued in later years whenever tussock growth again
became rank or where dense scrub impeded stock
movements. The result has been the loss of much top-
soil, especially in snorv-tussock country. Present vegeta-
tion and litter often disguise the signs of this past
erosion.

Although most runholders probably realised the
consequences of out-of-season burning and did not use

fire indiscriminately, they were also probably un-
aware of the continuing loss of soil that was taking
place on much of their high country as a result of
the repeated burning of the tussock cover. It was not
until 1955 that the Otago Catchment Board (OCB)
was given authority to issue burning permits, specify-
ing the areas which could be burnt and the conditions
to be met at the time of burning. Although this protect-
ed higher altitude or more obviously eroded areas from
further burning, some years were to elapse before any
significant overall reduction in burning took place.

Analysis of OCB records enables the following sum-
mary to be presented of authorised burning within the
Shotover catchment from 1955 to 1974 inclusive.
(a) Hectares burnt

Period Total Area Yearly Average
1955-1964 22842 2284
1965-1974 14904 t 490

Total 37 746 I 887
7971-1974 2350 s88

The decline from 1971 is partly due to the change
of ownership of two stations and their conse-
quent conversion from sheep to cattle, but also
reflects the efiorts of the Otago Catchment Board
to reduce burning in the catchment.

(b) Periods between burning of the same area range
from 1 to 20 years and average 8 years.

(c) Land for which permits were issued was usually
Class VI, often Class VI with Class VII, and
occasionally Class VII alone.

(d) Burning was permitted during the months of
August and September and disallowed when there
was insufficient snow and moisture for adequate
control of fìres.

(e) Permits were rarely issued where bare ground ex-
ceeded lOo/o or at altitudes greater than 1100 to
1200m.

(f) Spelling of a burn was usually recommended,
often for 2 or 3 months, but difficulty in fencing
areas often precluded their isolation from stock.

(g) Any change from predominantly sheep-grazing
to cattle was followed by a decrease in burning
on that particular station.
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5.4.2 Eprpcrs

Vegetation change and increased stocking rates, in-
itially, were the obvious efiects of burning on the
catchment. Of more significance to the sediment
sources survey is the induced erosion which, it must be
stressed, reflects overgrazing from domestic and wild
animals as well as burning. Basically, fire removes veg-
etation and the important litter layer, leaving a surface
prone to wind, rain and frost action. A hotter fire
leads to more depletion of vegetation, í.e., more barc
ground. Any subsequent erosion depends on such fac-
tors as climate, soil, slope, aspect, type and speed of
regrowth, the latter in turn depending on grazing
pressure, moisture regime and the efiect of the fìre
on tussock and intertussock species. Thus the fires
which cause least damage are those carried out before
the area is too dry, at lower altitudes where more
intertussock species exist, and on shady faces where
increased moisture induces rapid regrowth.

Comparison of the catchment cover map (Map 2)
with regions known to have been burneã, indiõates
that most burning which has occurred above an alti-
tude of 900m and on sunny faces has influenced exist-
ing depletion. Map 2 also indicates the effects of two
recent accidental fìres, one of which covered about
1600 ha in the Maori GullyfLower Skippers Creek
locality and the other in the head of the Shotover
River. The former fire occurred in late December 1974

-early fanuary 1975 when the area vras dry, causing
severe depletion.

Depletion of vegetation also increases sediment yield
by decreasing the bufier efiect which vegetation has on
runoff of water during rainstorms. This leads to in-
creased erosion at the site of depletion and, more im-
portantly, induces streambank erosion further down
owing to higher flood peaks. Thus burning, together
with overgrazing, appears to have directly accelerated
several forms of erosion, including sheet, wind and
scree creep, and to have indirectly accelerated gully,
slip and streambank erosion.

5.4.3 PnrsBNr AND Furunn

Burning is now authorised only in areas where con-
trol and recovery are expected to be satisfactory, al-
though some unauthorised and accidental fires do
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occur. There is now much less soil loss than during
previous uncontrolled burning. However, as long as any
burning continues and bare ground is exposed, it is
likely that the removal of soil will exceed its formation
and soil fertility must decline.

The following quote from Pastorøl Lands Policy,
November 1974 (Lands and Survey publication) gives
the policy for future burning: "The policy adopted by
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council is that
burning is not permitted on Class VIII and on sunny
faces of Class VII land and that burning on the shady
faces of Class VII land and Class VI land should de-
sirably be permitted only under strict conditions as to
subsequent treatment."

5.5 NOXIOUS ANIMALS

Noxious animals in the Shotover catchment include
rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus), goats (Capra hircus),
hares (Lepus europaeus), red deer (Cervus
elaphus), fallow deer (Cervus dama), chamois (Rupi-
capra rupicapra) and opossums (Tr,ìchosurus vulpe-
cula). Sightings were made during the survey of about
260 goats, all in western tributaries of the Shotover
except for about 50 in Deep Creek, two in Long Gully
and two in the head of the Shiel Burn catchment
(Forest Service shooters had just completed a cam-
paign in the Polnoon-Shiel Burn area). Also seen were
11 chamois, a small number of rabbits and hares, one
fallow deer (Upper Moonlight) and one red deer. Op-
ossums were seen only at The Branches hut although
faeces were observed throughout the lower catchment,
usually near bushed areas and in one case at 7220m
near fones Saddle. A number of disused huts in the
Deep Creekf Greengate region contained opossum car-
CASSES.

Hares were found throughout the catchment, as
were goats, the latter up to altitudes of 2150m. Densi-
ties of rabbits, hares and chamois were much less than
those of goats. Deer numbers were noticeably less than
those recorded in OCB Bulletins 1 and 2 whích
probably reflects the effectiveness of commercial heli-
copter operations in recent years as well as Forest
Service activities in conjunction with goat shooting.

Land Settlement Board policy (November 1974)
suggests stricter control of all noxious animals through
lessees and the NZ Forest Service, aiming for total
eradication on Class VII and Class VIII country.
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6. Erosion
A general account of erosion in the Shotover catch-
ment is given by Miller and by Goodyear in OCB
Bulletins 1 and 2. In this section, emphasis is placed
on erosion processes on slopes in relation to their im'
portance as sediment sources to the river system.

6.1 EROSION TYPES MAPPED AS SEDIMENT SOURCES

Areas within the catchment which could be seen to
contribute sediment directly to the river system are

shown on Map 1. The following is a description of the
erosion types shown in the legend.

6.1.1 Gullv

Gullies form where concentrated runofi gains access

to unconsolidated or unresistant underlying material,
causing rapid downcutting. This generally occurs at
some break in vegetative cover and, once initiated, a

gully may develop rapidly by downcutting and collapse
of the steep walls.

In the Shotover catchment, gullies are commonly
associated with the disrupted vegetation of slips and
slumps on the prominent dip-slope faces. These areas
are particularly prone to this type of erosion because
of the disturbed and unconsolidated nature of the un-
derlying mateúaI-e.g., Blue Creek elbow-of-capture
area. Gullies are also actively eroding the steep collu-
vial slopes common at the base of the blufly scarp
slopes found in the upper reaches of many of the
larger tributaries. In these cases, high-velocity water
running off the steep scarp slope cuts into the uncon-
solidated colluvium, resulting in rapid erosion and
transport of considerable quantities of debris down-
stream. Gullying also occurs on high altitude slopes
mantled with fine scree.

6.1.2 Srrp

In this survey the term "slip" has been used to
describe the failure of an oversteepened slope result-
ing in gravitational movement of material downslope.
Most commonly the oversteepening is due to undercut-
ting by a stream. This occurs on colluvial slopes, on
the deeply-weathered solifluction debris of dip slopes,
and at the edges of terraces. The presence of excess

water in the material reduces its cohesion and may
aggravate the problem. In some cases slips are partially
selfJimiting by a process of natural armouring where-
in larye boulders in the slope roll to the base and pre-
ferentially accumulate there, retarding further under-
cutting by the stream.

6.1.3 DBsnls SuoB

In some parts of the catchment where shallow soils
or weathered rock debris overlie rock slabs, slips have
been mapped as debris slides to distinguish them from
those on more deeply weathered material.

6.1.4 Slu*rp

A slump is the rotational shear slipping of a mass of
earth or debris, moving as one or several units and
characterised by cracks and a drop at the head, back'
ward tilting of the mass, and upheaval of the toe'
Commonly, fresh erosion of the toe by stream degrada'
tion and bank erosion keeps the slump active, and this
is an important facet of control.

In the Shotover catchment, the erosion of the toe is
achieved by stream erosion and slipping. The orienta-
tion of planes of foliation makes slumping a promin'
ent process on dip slopes throughout the catchment
with notable examples 1 km below Blue Creek/Polnoon
confluence, Moonlight Creek and near Arthurs Point.
These slumps are, in general, a very deep-seated phen-
omenon, the slip plane commonly being below the
range of tree roots.

6.1.5 ScnsB Cnppp

For the purposes of this survey, scree creep has been
mapped as a sediment source only where it has direct
access to a permanent or ephemeral v/atercourse. Land
Use Capability Survey Handbook (1971) describes
scree creep as "downslope movement of fragmental
rock and soil, the speed of movement being variable
according to steepness of slope and the nature of the
silt and clay binding matrix, and also the size and
shape of material, the climate, and movement of ani-
mals."

In the Shotover catchment, scree c1'eep occurs in as-

sociation with depleted areas on steep slopes where
frost-heave is an important force. The lack of cover
may be due to extreme climate (e.g., high-altitude
screes which may be totally bale of vegetation or very
sparsely vegetated) or to severe accelerated erosion due
to burning and overgrazing. The main forces acting
in this process are frost-heave and gravity, aided by
wind, and animal movements across slopes.

6.1.6 SInE,¡TMBANK EnosroN

Processes of streambank erosion are described fully
in Chapter 8 and no further description is required
here. Streambank erosion in tributaries not surveyed by
the engineer is recorded on Map 1.

6.1.7 DBsnrs Frow

Debris flows as mapped in the catchment show evi-
dence of having been catastrophic events, similar in
nature to mudflows as defined in Land Use Capability
Survey Handbook but differing in the type of material
involved. They result from extremely high runofi from
small catchments and consequent flushing out of all the
loose debris available. This includes a full size range
from silt up to large boulder size which must travel
at high velocity in a thick sludge form, deeply eroding
the stream channel in which it flows. The evidence
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left by these events suggests huge flows with depths
up to 3m where normally only a minor creek flows.
The events appear to be isolated or perhaps periodic
and are apparently unpredictable.

6.1.8 Dpenls Av.ar-nNcHB

As used on this survey, debris avalanche refers to a
continuing process whereby debris falls from a steep
slope in a series of small avalanches which are com-
monly channelled into relatively well-defìned chutes.
Transport of material through these chutes is aided by
water movement following heavy rain, or during the
thaw, and by snow avalanches which follow similar
patterns. There is a gradation, with steepening slope,
from debris avalanche to rockfall, Debris avalanche
implies the slope is not steep enough to allow free
fall of material and therefore debris tends to roll and
slide downslope.

6.1,9 Rocr<pell

Sharpe (1968) defines rockfall as "the relatively free
falling of a newly detached segment of bedrock of
any size from a clifi, steep slope, cave or arch." There
are many rockfalls on the exposed bedrock in gorges,
scarp slopes and at the heads of catchments in which
the loose rock peels away from the face along some
joint or foliation plane. High altitude rockfalls com-
monly fall on to colluvial slopes which are subse-
quently gullied, or on to scree slopes subject to creep,
and in the high altitude heads of tributaries these three
types of erosion are coÍtmonly mapped together.

l5

6.2 MINING EROSION

In the past, mining activities in the Shotover contri-
buted large volumes of sedimerrt to the river system
(Gillies in OCB BuIIetín 1). The major source
was sluicing and large scars still remain from these
operations. The river has apparently removed most, if
not all, of the detritus supplied to it in this way. Al-
though the sluiced areas are gradually being stabilised
and revegetated, the steeper gravel faces are still largely
bare of vegetation and are very susceptible to wind
erosion and scree creep. Only in a few instances, how-
ever, are they supplying sediment directly to the river
system and in such cases the type of erosion is mapped
as scree creep, gully or slip.

6.3 SHEET AND WIND EROSION

The extent and severity of sheet and wind erosion
in the catchment at the time of their surveys are de-
scribed in the erosion chapters in OCB Bulletins 1 and
2 by Miller and Goodyear, respectively. Land inven-
tory maps accompanying these bulletins show extent of
soil profile loss but not the amount of bare grouncl
subject to erosive forces. Map 2 in this report indicates
those areas in the catchment which are most subject to
sheet and wind erosion owing to lack of a sufficient
protective vegetative cover.

The amount of sediment entering the river system
owing to these processes and its percentage of the total
sediment load are very difficult to determine without
long-term study, but are probably quite significant.
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7. The Field Survey
7.1 INTRODUCTION

The greater part of the survey was carried out dunng
February and March 1975 and field parties during that
time were of a composite nature, with representatives
from various government departments and the Otago
Catchment Board taking part.

7.2 THE SEDIMENT SOURCES SURVEY

The engineering section of the survey, concerned
primarily with bank erosion in the main river system,
is described in Chapter 8. The remainder of this chap-
ter deals only with suryeys carried out by the soil con-
servation surveyors.

7.2.1 On¡rcrrves
The main objectives were:

(a) As far as possible to locate, record and describe
all localised erosion on slopes contributing sedi-
ment to the river system. (Streambank erosion in
tributary valleys \ilas to be noted and referred
to river engineers for further investigation.)

(b) To rate the erosion on a 1-5 scale as to the rela-
tive amount of sediment likely to be contributed
under future storm conditions.

(c) To assess the feasibility of repair of the erosion
on a 1-5 scale of relative difiìculty of repair.

7 .2.2 Mørsons op M,qpplNc
Methods of mapping were based on those used by

the South Canterbury Catchment Board (Cutr, 1974)
in the erosion survey of the upper Opihi catchment,
with the addition of a rating for feasibility of repair.

Erosion directly affecting rivers and streams was
mapped on prints from halftone transparencies (scale
approx. 40 chains to the inch) and description and
rating of the erosion recorded on cards. This infolma-
tion was later transferred to 1 mile to the inch base
maps (see Map 1). The types of erosion mapped are
described in Chapter 6. Also noted on cards or in
notebooks was information on bank erosion, deposi-
tion, potential erosion, presence and location of noxious
animals, and other data relevant to the survey together
with a description and location of any photographs
taken. Particularly inaccessible areas such as the head
of Glencairn Creek and the west head of the Polnoon
were mapped mainly from the helicopter, which was
also used for a brief reconnaissance of the hill country
below Arthurs Point. The catchment areas of Moke
Lake and Lochnagar were mapped only for land inven-
tory as the lakes act as natural sediment traps.

Mapping of individual sediment sources, as in the
Opihi survey, was, however, carlied out in traltsverses
along many of the maln tributaries. Even in such
cases, units sometimes had to be amalgamated where
it was not possible to show them individually on the
halftone prints or more particularly on the inch to
the mile base maps.

7,2.3 AssEssMENT op M¡cNrruDE oF SpuueNr
Sounces

As in the Opihi survey, erosion was rated on a 1-5
scale on its potential to supply sedjment to the river

system under severe but not exceptional stoffi con-
ditions. Similar factors were taken into account in
judging the relative magnitude of the sediment source
by visual assessment-e.g., size, slope, present activity,
ease of undercutting by streams, and depth, type and
degree of consolidation of the source material. It was,
however, apparent at the beginning of the survey that
the range of erosion in the Shotover catchment was of
a greater magnitude than in the Opihi, and that the
severity ratings based on a linear progtession as used
in the latter survey would need to be modified for the
Shotover survey. It was decided to adopt a geometrical
progression so that aruting of magnitude 2 should con-
tribute approximately twice as much sediment as a 1, a

3 twice as much as a 2, a 4 twice as much as a 3 and
a 5 twice as much as a 4.

7.2.4 AssessMENT oF FBeslslLrry op Reparn
Feasibility of repair ratings were based on a 1-5

scale on the relative difficulty of repair using known
techniques. The ratings did not take into account tech-
niques that might be developed in the future, the
main criterion being the degree of technical difficulty
likely to be encountered with remedial measures.

The 1 to 5 feasibility scale is one of increasing dif-
fìculty of repair as follows:
Rating Description

1 Slight limitations to repair.
2 Moderate limitations to repair.
3 Severe limitations to repair.
4 Very severe limitations to repair. Remedial measures

considered doubtful or very diflìcult, or only part of the
unit capable of being treated.

5 Extreme limitations to repair. Remedial measures not
considered possible at present using known techniques.

Limitations considered included: Severity of the ero-
sion; altitude; steepness and instability of the slope;
undercutting of the base of the slope by streams or
rivers; soil lirnitations such as depth to bedrock, amount
of "fines", soil moisture and soil fertility.

Limitations for each feasibility rating are discussed
with examples in Section 9.1.4.

7.2.5 SraNnARDrsATroN o¡' M¡.pplNc
To try to obtain reasonable standardisation of map-

ping among members of the party, the first day in the
field after setting up camp was spent in inspecting at
close hand several sediment sources and discussing
ratings for magnitude and feasibility of repair. During
the survey, maintaining uniformity of standards was
helped by frequent interchange of personnel in the
t'ù/o-marì- teams and it is considered that the variation
between individual assessments has, overall, been with-
in acceptable limits.

7,3 THE LAND INVENTORY SURVEY

Normal land inventory mapping techniques were
used (see Land Use Capability Survey Hancibook,
1971) and unit boundaries were drawn on prints from
halftone transparencies, information about each unit
being recorded on cards.

t6
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8. Engineering Survey and Recommendations
8.1 INTRODUCTION a unit length of severity 1; a unit length of severity 3

contributed twice as much as a unit length of severity
2, and so on up to severity 5. Thus, the same amount
of sediment would be contributed by

1 000m of bank erosion of severity I
500m of bank erosion of severity 2
250m of bank erosion of severity 3
l25m of bank erosion of severity 4

, 60m of bank erosion of severity 5

This approach was similar to that used by CufI
(1974), although the steps of Cuff's severíty scale pro-
gressed lineally, not geometrrcally.

8.1.5 NourloN UsBn

A notation for recording the information rvas evolv-
ed specifìcally for the bank erosion survey, and is best
illustrated by an example: "Rf 3f l5O/4 av/unconsoli-
dated terrace deposit. Armouring best to stop further
undercutting".

The initial letter R cr L denotes true right or true
left bank. Following this, and emphasised in some way
(e.g., underlining), is the estimated severity. The next
two groups of figures give the estimated length and
height, respectively, in metres, of the eroding bank.
Following these come any remarks, and suggested
measures to prevent further attack, taking into ac-
count availability of suitable material. The example
given, therefore, refers to a 150m length of the true
right bank, erosion severity J, the average bank height
being 4m, and the suggested remedy being to armour
the bank with large rocks to prevent further attack.

8,2 PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN THE SHOTOVER
RIVER SYSTEM

8.2.1 DnscnrprroN oF TrJE Snoror,¡n Rlv¡n AND rrs
TnrBur,AnIBs

These have been well described in OCB Bulletins 1

and 2. Briefly, the Shotover River rises as two streams
of approximately equal size, the Tummel Burn and
Tyndall Stream, which join at The Forks, approxi-
mately 11 km north of Sixteen Mile Creek. These
streams are mountain torrents, falling at approximately
75m per kilometre. The Forks is an open flat, down-

through a gorge cut
the exit to the gorge
where it is joined by
ek by Brown in OCB

Bulletín 1).
At this point the river gradient flattens appreciably,

but the river flows through another short gorge before
it emerges, 200m upstream of Hundred Mile Hut, into
a wide valley which continues for 8 km to Sixteen Mile
Gorge, a slot gorge just downstream of Sixteen Mile
Creek. A run of levelling for 2 km centred on Seven-
teen Mile Creek gave a river slope of 7.3 m/km (ot
1 in 140) which, allowing for the sinuosity of the
stream channel, gives a down-valley slope of 7.7 m/km
(or I in 130). The river itself is generally conlined to

8.1.1 Punposp oF THE ENcrNBnnrNG SuRvEr

The objects of the engineering aspect of the survey
were:
(a) To record the location of active river bank ero-

sion in reaches where it would be feasible to
arrest the erosion by engineering works and to
assess the severity of the erosion.

(b) To suggest suitable remedial measures for arrest-
ing bank erosion.

(c) To locate possible deblis dam sites, and to assess

the usefulness of this approach to the problem.
It became evident during the survey that it was

essential to try to understa.nd the various processes at
work that result in sediment being carried into the
Kawarau River. To this end, points where sediment
was being added to the Shotover River system by side
creeks were also noted, as it was essential to locate
where sedirnent gets into the Shotover River system
apart from by erosion of the banks. It was also hoped
to fìnd out what happens to the sediment once it has
entered the river system.

8.1.2 M¡rsoD oF SURVEYTNc

The Shotover River was examined from its head at
the Forks (map ref. NZMS 1-S 114 544264) to lts
outfall into the I(awarau River. Such major tributaries
were examined as the fìeld leader of the suryey deemed
necessary: these were the Shiel Burn, the Polnoon
Burn, Skippers Creek right-hand branch, Moke Creek,
and lower Moonlight Creek. Part of the Tummel Burn,
between map reference S 114-565294 and the Shotover
Forks, lvas also inspected.

Each bit of bank erosion was booked and also
marked on halftone aerial photograplis. The length of
eroding bank aflected was noted, as was the height of
the bank and whether it was the true left or true right
bank. The severity of the erosion was estimated on
a fìve-point scale, similar to, but not identical with
that used for the slope erosion survey (see Chapter 7).

The severity was based on the relative quantities
of sediment contributed per unit length of bank, the
unit length being determined later (see Section 8.3.2).
Factors taken into account in assessing severity were:
(a) Height of bank.
(b) Type of material, degree of consolidation, particle

size and ease of removal.
(c) Proximity to the flow of water-whether erosion

occurred continuously, frequently or only in high
floods.

Thus, for example, a large and spectacular rockfall
composed almost entirely of large blocks would not be
given as high a rating as a 5m high river bank of soft
silt with the main river running past its toe.

The steps of the severity scale went up in geo-
metric progression, as in the scale used for the slope
erosion survey. Thus, a unit length of bank erosion
of severity 2 contributed twice as much sediment as
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a single channel, with occasionally two channels rn'here

the ;idth of the valley allows a second channel to de-

velop. Throughout this reach the river showed the pool

and riffle (or chute anti pt-rut) futtuatiol characteristic
of steep rivers.

Downstream of Sixteen Mile Gorge is a short, wide
flat and another short gorge, followed by a long, wide,
alluvial flat extenrjing as far as Saddle Creek' The

major tributary in this reach is Greenland Creek on the

left bank. The river in this reach exhibits the sanrs

characteristics as in the reach above Sixteen lr4ile

Gorge. Immediately downstream of Greenland Creek,

the iiver channel is braided for 800m, but in general

the river is confìned to one channel, with flood flow
taking place over the berms and in floodways cut into
the berms. At high flows the river would have a very
much more braided appearance than it does at low flow.
A run of levelling for 1.9 km upstream of this creek

indicated a down-valley slope of 5'7 m/km (or 1 in
t7s) .

Below Saddle Creek the Shotover falls through a

short gorge cut through an old
enters the top of Branches Flat
mately 8 km long and between
the braided river channel and
occupying most of the width and well-grassed allu'
vial flâts the remainder. The slope of the river through
Branches Flat is 4.4 mlkm (or 1 in 250) .

Below Branches Flat the river is constricted in the

width of its meander belt, and flows in a single channel.

In general the character of the river between Branches

Flat and Sandhills Cut is similar to the reach upstream

of Sixteen Mile Creek.

Sandhills Cut is a deep cutting sluiced out by gold

miners, and here the river changes character' The

banks become rocky, and the river channel becomes

a gorge. The river swings from side to side in the
goige ãt low flows, and on the inside of each bend is a
imall beach, typically 100 to 200m long and about 20m

wide.
nafl:o
river
with
sides of the gorge.

Below Deep Creek the gorge becomes more prG
nounced and from here to Moonlight Creek is deeply

incised, with vertical sides up to 60m high; 400m
upstream of Moonlight Creek a large slump has partly
biocked the river, and the toe of this slump forms a

long rapid.
Downstream of Moonlight Creek (the last major

tributary) the gorge opens out once more and is similar
to the reach between Sanclhills Cut and Deep Creek'
After falling through another rapid formed by another
large slump, the river reaches the large beach at

Arthurs Point. Here the river grade eases appreciably,
and after another short gorge the river reaches Big
Beach. The river valley opens out for a kilometre to a

width of 40Om before the river passes through the final
gorge, at the end of which is Tucker Beach.

This can be considered the beginning of the delta
area. The river valley widens to 400m at river level,
and parts of the valley are almost 700m across; the
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rvidth of the delta proper is 150m at the old State
Highway bridge and 1200m at the Kawarau River.
Willows grow profusely, and the riverbed is a network
of shifting, braidcd channcls. A run of levels of 1'84
km, starting 150 m upstream in the old S.H. bridge
and working upstream, gave a mean slope along the
river channel of.2.87 m/km, corresponding to a down-
valley slope of 3.2 m/km.

As regards the major tributaries examined, the Shiel
Burn rises 5å km to the east of the Shotover Forks,
in an area of very highly erodible rocks. There is a

large area of deposition at the head of the main reach
of the stream at 603234 (NZMS 1-S 114). The width
of the stream is constricted throughout its length by
rocky banks. Although there are numerous beaches
within the river valley, these all appeared to be stable.
Several creeks enter the main channel, and all on the
west side appear to contribute large quantities of sedi
ment. From the stability of the material in the Shiel
Burn beaches, it appears that any material entering
this stteam is immediately transported downstream to
Branches Flat.

The Polnoon Burn, rising further east, is difierent in
character, with long reaches of flats. The first flat be-
gins at the upper forks and extends for 2 km to the
Rockfall. The banks of this flat tend to be a varved silt,
and are highly erodible. The Rockfall blocked the Pol-
noon Burn in the geologically recent past, and the river
descends through it in a steep gorge. Below the Rock-
fall the river descends steeply for a further 3 km be-
fore emerging into a wide valley with broad gravel
flats. There is both active bank erosion and re-working
of the gravel in the flats in this reach. Below the flats
the river flows through a long and tortuous gorge to
Branches Flat.

Of the other major creeks, only Moke Creek has a
long length of flats. At the upper end of the flats active
aggradation is occurring, as the stream gradient here
cannot transport the amount of material being sup-
plied from the headwaters. In addition, there is active
bank erosion for nearly all the length of these flats.

8.2.2 Enosror{ Pnocrssps

For the purposes of the engineering survey, the riv-
ers examined were the Shotover from The Forks to
the Kawarau, the Polnoon Burn, the Shiel Burn and
Moke Creek, and these are collectively termed "the
Shotover River system" in this report. All other creeks
were, for present purposes, treated as "side creeks",
and the processes leading to the appearance of sedi-

ment in them were examined by the slope erosion sur-
veyors only.

The processes that lead to sediment being discharged
into the Kawarau River by the Shotover were iclentified
as follows:
(a) Downcutting in the solid rock in gorges.
(b) Degradation of gravel bed in gorges.
(c) Rockfall from gorge sides directly into the river.
(d) Erosion of river banks.
(e) Re-working of gravels in the stream bed and in

the floodways of river flats.
(f) Degradation of river flats.
(g) Slips and slumps feeding directly into the river.
(h) Addition of sediment to the rivers by side creeks.
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Erosion of river banks, (d) in the list, was termed
"Riverbank Erosion" by Sheppard of the National
Plant Materials Centre and (e), re-working of
gravel in river flats, was termed "Floodplain Scour."
Sheppard considered slips, slumps, earthflows and
earthslides separately, but for the engineering survey
it was convenient to lump them together.

Items (a) to (c) are included in the list for the
sake of completeness. No engineering works could stop
these processes, so they need be considered only briefly.
Item (h), the addition of sediment by side creeks, needs
to be taken into account in order to understand whar
is going on in the river. Methods of stopping sediment
getting into the creeks are considered elsewhere in
this report. The remaining items, (d) to (g), can be
dealt with by conventional engineering techniques, and
will be considered next.

8.2.2.1 Erosion ol River Bqnks

Bank erosion occurs throughout the Shotover River
system. The erodible banks are either alluvial terraces
of greater or lesser heights, or previously deposited
gravel. Most fresh erosion takes place at high flows,
the fine material going immediately into suspension or
saltation and being carried away by the flow. Coarser
material (shingle and cobbles) falls to the bed and
either gets transported as bed load or lies where it
falls. As the flood recedes, no fresh erosion occurs, but
the cobbles and shingles form an armour layer that
prevents erosion at low flows. Oversteepening of a bank
beyond its natural angle of repose results in spalling
and slipping for several weeks afterwards. The flow
of water then leaches out fine material frorn the slipped
material, until an armour layer is left, as before. If
the armour layer is scraped away, the sediment ex-
posed is found to consist of all sizes from cobbles
(about 10 cm in diameter) downwards.

In general, the alluvial terraces are of outwash
gravels and moraine and include material of all sizes
from 0,5m diameter boulders down to very fine silt.
The material is unconsolidated and has no clay in it;
consequently it is very erodible. In the Polnoon Valley,
upstream of a huge rock fall, the terraces are varved
silts of former lake deposits; these are soft, extremely
easily eroded, and contrrbute fine materials only. At
Branches Flat the banks are of fine alluvial material
bound together to some extent by the roots of vege-
tation.

8.2.2.2 Re-work,íng ol Gravel in the River Flats

If the low flows of the river were permitted to con-
tinue for long enough, the flow of the river would even-
tually carry the fine particles of bed material (sand and
silt) down to the Kawarau River, leaving the bed and
banks armoured with the coarser material. In nature,
this never happens. Long before any sort of stability is
reached, another fresh or flood comes down and stirs
up the bed material again, and the re-working of the
lìne material continues until the next fresh. Ii was
noticed during the course of the survey that even after
a week without rain the Shotover River was actively
re-working the sand and fine shingle (up to 1cm size)
on the bed. This was true also of the larger creeks.
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It should be noted that this form of "erosion" does
not really add sediment to the river system; it is merely
moving whatever is in the system through it. Equilib-
rium is maintained by the frequent addition of fresh
sediments by side creeks and by erosion of the banks.
If all the land could be stabilised so that no further
sediment was added to the river system, the fìne sedi-
ment already in the system would be leached out and
carried down to the l(awarau in a few years. It would
take longer for coarser material to be carried through,
as the coarse material (about 5cm size) needs a larger
flow to move it and moves a smaller distance during
any particular flood than the fìner material. This would
cause gradual degradation of the stream channel, and
is discussed in the next section.

The flood channels across the river flats are also
susceptible to re-working during floods and freshes.
Silt is deposited in the channels and on the berms
during a flood, and a large proportion of this plob-
ably finds its way back into the river by being washed
in by rainfall, blown in by wind or picked up again
in the next fresh. Dense vegetation in the flood chan-
nels and on the river flats would hold most of this
silt and all the gravel carried on to the berms by
flood flows. Cbviously, the main channel would have
to be stabilised so that the accumulated sediments were
not eroded at a later date by a shifting river channel.

8.2.2.3 Degradation ol River Flats

As already mentioned, if no more sediment were al-
lowed to reach the river system, the river flats would
begin to degrade, and so would any gravel in the
gorges. This would be a geological process, which
could not be stopped by engineering works.

It is thought that this process yields only small
quantities of sediment annually cornpared with the
amount of sediment added by other processes. It is
diflìcult to tell whether a flat is slowly aggrading or
slowly degrading, but the flats in the Polnoon Valley
at the upper forks and downstream of the West
Branch/East Branch forks appear to be degrading. |ust
above the rockfall in the Polnoon Burn, the flats ap-
pear to be stable in level, the level being controlled by
the soft schist bedrock at the entrance to the gorge
through the rockfall. Downstream of the rockfall and
downstream of Polnoon Hut, the flats appear to be
slowly degrading, rvith slight aggradation in the middle
section as far downstream as Polnoon Hut.

The Shiel Burn has a large aggradation at the head
of the valley, but little apparent aggradation elsewhere.
As noted in section 8.2,1, the valley is so narrow that
any sediment entering this river gets carried through
very quickly-it does not get held up for long periods
on river flats. The quantity of sediment held in the
Shiel Burn valley is small compared with the Shot-
over valley.

Considering the Shotover valley, Pine Creek Flat
(down to Hundred Mile Hut) appears to be degrading.
It was pointed out by a geologist that between Hund-
red Mile Hut and Sixteen Mile Creek the alluvial ter-
race on the left bank got lower as one proceeded down-
stream. This could indicate clegradation, more severe
in the upper reaches and less severe in the lower reach,
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where the Sixteen Mile Gorge presumably acts as a
control.

There is no obvious aggradation or degradation in
the flats between Sixteen Mile Gorge and Saddle Creek.

8.2.2.4 Degradation ol Gravel Bed ín Gorges

The only gorge containing appreciable quantities of
gravel is the Shotover Gorge between Branches Flat and
Arthurs Point. The undisturbed remains of an old flume
and other remains of former goldmining equipment
have been found under 3L to 4m of gravel. Clearly,
this much gravel has accumulated in the gorge since the
mining days. Some of the larger beaches on the inside
of the bends tended to have well-established pioneer
vegetation on the side of the beach farthest from the
river channel.

8.2.2.5 Slips and Slumps Feeding Directly into the
River

These are usually triggered off by erosion of the toe
of a hillside. The toe of the resulting slip is then
eroded by the river flow, possibly followed by further
slipping and toe erosion until stability is attained, al-
though this may take hundreds of years.

This mechanism is of considerable importance in
supplying sediment to small creeks, but it is of com-
paratively small importance in the main river system
compared with the long lengths of bank erosion. For
the purpose of this survey it was sufficient to note the
existence of this mode of sediment supply and to record
it where found, but when considering remedial meas-
ures to treat it as being merely a rather high bank.

8,2.5 Narunp or Sroln¡BNrs

The rocks of the Shotover catchment and their
modes of weathering fall broadly into two categories;
blue schist and green schist. The blue schist decom-
poses readily in situ, partly owing to weathering by
rain and partly to frost action, into quartz sand and
fine particles of mica. It is also readily broken down
mechanically; in rockfall, for example, it splits into
platy fragments which are easily broken down by
further downslope movement, the end product being
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micaceous silt, quartz sand and thin platy shingle
about the size of a one cent coin.

The green schist is much harder, and when subjected
to mechanical abrasion becomes more rounded rather
than being pulverised. Q:uarÍz veins in the schist also
remain as pebbles or cobbles, and are very resistant to
abrasion.

8.2.4 SrcNrprcANcE op MTNINc

Sluicing of the alluvial deposits in the Shotover and
its major tributaries in the search for gold has in the
past washed very large quantities of sediment into the
river system. Most of the sluicing was done between
1862-when gold was discovered at Arthurs Point-
and the turn of the century, although mining continued
at a lower rate until the Great War. Some further
sluicing was done during the depression, but not on the
scale of previous operations. This is reflected in the
rates of aggradation of the delta (see Fig. 7 which is
a cross-section of the Shotover River on the line of the
first bridge across the Shotover delta. The present
wooden road bridge is just downstream of this). The
aggradation between 1868 and 1906-38 years-is
vastly greater than between 1906 and the present day,
nearly 69 years. Gillies (OCB Bulletin 1,1956) noted
that in Skippers Creek the stream had cut down through
the debris to its original bed. Many, but not all, of
the old sluicings are being revegetated by self-sown
plants: these ones must therefore be stable. Al1 indi-
cations are that fomer mining areas do not contribute
significant quantities of sediment, with only one excep-
tion-Sandhills Cut.

8.5 RESULTS

8.3.1 Srnp¡,MBANK EnosroN

Streambank erosion is mapped on Map 3. The total
lengths of erosion severities are totalled in Table 3.

To compare streambank erosion between reaches it
was convenient to express bank erosion of various
severities as equivalent lengths of any one of the severity
gradings. This was possible because of the relationship
between the steps of the severity scale, as explained in
section 8.1.2.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF BANK EROSION BY SEVERITY_LENGTH IN METRES

2:l

Reach 4.50-1
Severity

1-222-3334
Shotover, Forks to Sixteen Mile Gorge
Shotover, Sixteen Mile Gorge to Branches Flat
Polnoon Burn
Shotover at Branches Flat
Branches Flat-Sandhills Cut
Arthurs Point to State Highlvay Bridge
Moke Creek
Totals

1040 1160
750 550
800 1990
600
200 710

120
190 550

3480 5080

1200 200
530 150
890 400
40

200
330
120 60

3310 810

550 100
240
200 100

560 400
400
100

1850 600

2oo
800

950
80

2030

150

30
400

10
590

80

100
500
120

800

480
570

1090
3550

400
250
950

7290

Grand Total-25 840m

Thus, a 1600m length of the basic severity (severity
1) would be equivalent in sediment yield to

3200m of severity 0-1.
800m of severity 2
600m of severity 2-3
400m of severity 5
300m of severity 5-4
200m of severity 4
150m of severity 4-5
100m of severity 5

Thus, Table 3 was reduced to equivalent lengths of
severity 1, giving Table 4.

TABLE 4: EQUIVALENT LENGTHS OF SEVERITY 1

BANK EROSION

Reach
Equivalent in length

(rn)

14 810
10 205
26 370

9 510
10 270
20 340
5 445

Total 96 950

There was no active bank erosion on the Shotover
downstream of the old state highway bridge, but there
was deposition and some re-working of gravel in the
river flats. From Table 4 the worst reach of river
as regards bank erosion was the Polnoon Burn, and the
next worst reach was the Shotover downstream of
Arthurs Point.

To find the most actively eroding reaches, the lengths
of the reaches noted in Tables 3 and 5 need to be taken
into account, and an equivalent length of severity 1

erosion per kilometre of stream bank calculated -see Table 5.

TÄBLE 5: EQUIVALENT LENGTH OF SEVERITY

Shotover, Forks to Sixteen Mile Gorge
Shotover, Sixteen Mile Gorge to Branches Flat
Polnoon Burn
Shotover, Branches Flat
Branches Flat to Sandhills Cut
Arthurs Point to S.H. Bridge
Moke Creek

On this basis the Polnoon was still the worst, closely
followed by the reach downstream of Arthurs Point.

The annual suspended sediment yield of the Shot-
over catchment was calculated, using the sediment
rating curve for Bowens Peak gauging station, to be
1 240 000 tonnes, or 5 400 tonnes per day.

The highest flow at which a suspended sediment
gauging has been done is 420 m3f s, compared with
a maximum recorded flow of 556 m3/s.

8.4 REMEDIAL MEASURES

8,4.1 R¡NcB oF MEASURES CoNTEMpLATED

Two distinct approaches to the problem of stopping
sediment being supplied to the Kawarau River can be
identified. One approach would be to build one or
more debris dams in the Shotover catchment. The
other approach would be to arrest bank erosion at
source and to rely on soil conservation measures such
as tree planting to stop the contribution of sediment
from slope erosion processes. Two variations on this
second method are possible: either a "first-aid" ap-
proach, carrying out suitable remedial works at each
bit of eroding bank, or a more comprehensive scheme
of channel training works to train the river into a stable
single thread channel. Difierent reaches of the river
may call for different approaches-for example, be-
tween Branches Flat and Sandhills Cut, the "first-aid"
approach is the only feasible one as the river valley is
too narrow to develop the meander pattern necessary
for a stable single-thread channel.

Arresting bank erosion by "fìrst-aid" measures would
be cheaper initially than a comprehensive channel
training program"me, but the works would be suscept-
ible to damage by high floods. New stretches of bank
erosion could be expected to appear from time to time

1 EROSION PER KILOMETRE OF STREAM BANK

Reach

Reach
Length

(km)

Length ol
Banks
(lcm)

Total Equívalent
Length
(km)

EquÌvalent
Length

(km per km
ol bank)

Shotover, Forks to Sixteen Mile Gorge
Shotover, Sixteen Mile Gorge to Branches Flat
Polnoon Burn
Shotover, Branches Flat
Branches Flat to Sandhills Creek
Arthurs Point State Highway Bridge
Moke Creek

11.5
5.3
8.7
9.2
7.0
7.3
7.6

23.O
10.6
17.4
18.4
14.o
14.6
15.2

14.81
10.20
26.37

9.51
10.27
20.34
5.45

0.64
0.96
1.52
o.52
0.73
1.39
0.36
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requiring additional works in the future, and fairly
heavy maintenance costs could be expected. This ap-
proach would not entirely deal with the problem of
the river re-working the gravel flats, particularly
Branches Flat, and intensive willow planting across
the flats would be necessary to slow down this process.
Intensive willow planting-especially of shrubby varie-
ties-would also promote deposition of sediment over
the flats and berms.

A river training scheme would be more expensive
initially, but it could be expected that annual mainten-
ance costs would be lower. The works contemplated
would be pile lines to guide the river into a sinusoidal
course, with A-frame retards and bulldozed gravel
banks behind them to encourage deposition. The sys-
tem would be similar to the training works recently
installed on the Makarora River. Rapid build-up of
sediment behind the pile lines could be expected and
the area of flats behind the pile lines could then be
turned into useful pasture. The drawback to this ap-
proach is that sediment still being yielded by slope
erosion processes would tend to be carried straight
through the river system rather than being deposited
over large areas of river flats.

The applications of the methods outlined above are
discussed in the following sections.

8.4.2 BeNr PnorpcrroN Wonrs

Because of the remoteness of many parts of the
catchment and the difficulties of access, any bank pro-
tection works would need to be constructed using
materials close to hand and using relatively simple and
light plant, or live protection such as willows. This
would rule out measures such as sheet piling and con-
crete walls, Methods suggested are:

(a) Willows. These will stabilise low banks where
the attack is not severe. Dense planting, two rows 2m
apart with the trees at 2m centres on banks that have
previously been battered to a slope of abott 7t:7,
would be effective.

(b) Rip-røp. Where rock of reasonable hardness oc-
curs close enough to where it is required, this would
be a very suitable method of armouring banks. If the
bank is of soft silt, a layer of coarse gravel would be
required beneath the rip-rap to prevent the fines in the
bank material from being leached out through the
interstices of the riprap.

(c) Gabíons. Suitable stones for filling gabion bas-
kets are readily available in most reaches of the river-
bed. Stone mattresses are normally required to prevent
the gabions being undermined by scour at the toe,
which pushes up the cost of this form of protection.
Their main disadvantage in the Shotover would be the
large amount of hand labour required to fill them in
this remote area.

(d) Pile clump trainíng works. These are not really
suitable in isolation, as they work best when they
form part of a river training scheme. This form of pro-
tection ceases to be effective when the angle of attack
of the flow to the line of pile clumps exceeds 7'. They
are described more fully in the next section.

SEDIIVÍENT SOURCES SURVEY

(e) Permeable groynes. These consist of old rail
piles driven vertically to at least 4m penetration with
three or four horizontal walings again of old rails,
bolted to the piles. The groynes would be angled at
30 to 60" to the flow to divert the flow and to encour-
age accumulation of sediment. Several groynes spaced
at approximately twice their efiective length would be
required at each spot.

$) Retards would be needed across the flats and in
the floodways. In the floodways they would take the
form of 1m high A-frames at 2Lm centres, erected with
their axes parallel to the flow of water, joined by a wire
rope and a pole at their apexes and also by a pole at
half-height on the upstream side. Each A-frame would
be of three live poles driven well into the gravel. For
less severe conditions across the flats, the retard would
consist of wire-netting supported by rail piles at 6m
centres with live poles at 1] m centres.

It should be noted that, where any live protection
is used, the works would need to be fenced ofi from
stock.

8.4,3 CseNNBl TnarNrNc

The works envisaged would take the form of pile
clumps and walings as shown in Fig. 8. The heavy pile
construction would be necessary where vigorous attack
would be possible, usually the furthest pile line up-
stream and where major tributaries disturb the flow
pattern. Most of the training works would be of light
pile construction. Live protection-a double line of

SIDE ELEVÁTION

F¡c. 8: Pile clump training works (Otago Catchment Board
design; not to scale)

willows, shrubby at the front and tall at the back, at
2m centres-would be necessary behind the pile line to
hold the gravel banks that the piles cause to accumu-
late. Within the meander loops gravel and silt accumu-
lation should be accelerated by retards (A-frame or
wire netting) and bulldozed gravel banks. Gravel and
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silt accumulation would be rapid, and could be over-
sown and topdressed after only one or two seasons.

As in all other methods using live protection, it
would be necessary to fence the works off from stock.

8.4.4 Drsnls Dervrs

Four possible debris dam sites were initially iden-
tified in the Shotover catchment. At each site a cross-
section at the dam and a representative cross-section of
the valley approximately half-way between the dam
site and the end of the reach in question were surveyed
by tacheometry. By putting a dumpy level at dam crest
level and panning round, the approximate location of
top water level was noted and plotted on the halftone
aerial photographs, A run of levelling for about 2 km
along the river channel in each flat gave a representa-
tive value for the slope of the valley.

8.4.4.I Debris Dam Site at Síxteen Mile Gorge

Although this site is very remote, it is at present
accessible to four-wheel drive vehicles and it would be
relatively easy to improve the road so that any truck
that could reach The Branches station could get to the
dam site. The site is a narrow slot gorge cut in hard
schist. The true right embankment appeared to be of
outwash material, and to avoid problems due to exces-
sive leakage through this it may be necessary to con-
struct the dam in two stages or to add material to the
upstream and downstream faces of the embankment to
make it act as an earth dam.

A disadvantage of this site would be that it is a
long way up the catchment and only 17 o/o of sedi-
ment sources are upstream of it.

Both the dam abutments and the bed appear to be
of sound rock and it is not expected that any problems
requiring sophisticated construction techniques would
be encountered. A simple reinforced concrete arch
dam would be adquate.

The useful life of the dam is estimated as 70 years.

8.4.4.2 Debrís Dam Site at Saddle Creek FIat

This site also suffers from the dísadvantage of not
being in a position where it would catch much of the
sediment that gets into the river system, the proportion
in this case being 20o/o.

This site would require a rockfill dam, as the right
abutment appears to consist of a large rockfall and
the left abutment is an old terminal moraine.

The useful life of the dam would be 170 years.
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8.4.4.3 Debris Dant Site at Branches FIat

This dam site, at the exit to Branches Flat, has
been investigated by mining interests, and some inves-
tigation work has been done (Modriniak and Marsden,
1938), and it has been mentioned as a possible debris
dam site by Gillies in OCB Bulletin 1. A very large
debris dam would be possible at this site, depending
on the permeability or otherwise of the left embank-
ment. A debris dam of maximum height would flood all
the flats, some of the terraces and The Branches home.
stead, and could mean the end of The Branches Sta-
tion as a viable run. From the results of this survey,
a dam at this site would intercept 620/o of the sediment
contribution.

A reinforced concrete arch dam would be used.
It is estimated that the useful life of this dam would

be 300 years.

8.4.4.4. Debris Dam Site øt Tucker Beach

There appears to be a good debris dam site down-
stream of Tucker Beach, 150m upstream of the old
wooden state highway bridge (i.e., the second Shot-
over bridge) . This would be far more accessible for
construction purposes than any of the other sites,
but it might be necessary to remove a considerable
thickness of gravel to reach a fìrm foundation. A mass
concrete dam with a free overfall or a rockfìll dam with
a reinforced concrete spillway have been assumed to
be the most suitable forms of construction. The lake
would probably extend well up towards Arthurs Point
and include Big Beach; the dam would mean the vir-
tual end of jet-boating on the Shotover. Against that,
only a relatively small area of paddocks would be
inundated, most of the land being either slopes or
gravel riverbed. A debris dam at this site would trap
all the sediment presently being carried by the Shot-
over River.

It is estimated that the useful life of the dam would
be 40 years.

8.4.4.5 Debris Dam Site øt Bíg Beach

A debris dam would be feasible at Big Beach. The
relatively short length of lake could be ofiset by
making the dam high, but the height would be limited
by Arthurs Point township. A debris dam here would
stop nearly all the sediment at present being carried
by the Shotover River (98olo). The dam site itself
would be in the narrow gorge at the exit to Big Beach.

The useful life of the dam is estimated as 50 years.
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Results of the engineering survey are detailed in Chap-
ter 8. Results of the survey by soil conservators are
recorded on Maps I and 2 and in this chapter.

9.1 SEDIMENT SOURCES SURVEY

9.1.1 SBolvtENr Souncns M.ap

As the survey over most of the catchment was not
a detailed one, it was not possible to produce a map
of localised erosion similar to that accompanying the
Opihi report (CufI, 1974). The majority of the units
mapped are relatively large and often include several
sediment sources and more than one type of erosion.

The aim of the sediment sources map is to show:
(a) The location within the catchment of the difierent

sediment sources recorded.
(b) The types of erosion involved.
(c) The relative magnitude of the sources.
(d) The relative difficulty of repair of the sources.

9.1.2 Loc¡rroN oF M,+¡on SenrunNr SouncBs

Although erosion is widespread throughout the
catchment, it is of much greater magnitude or severity
in some parts than in others. The great majority of the
compound sediment source units of magnitude 5 or
higher originate at the heads of subcatchments where
slopes are very steep or precipitous and rise to at least
1200m. Those of greatest magnitude (4 and 5) gen-

erally have their upper slopes in the zone of alpine
rock and scree above 1800m (see Map 2), which is

most extensive in the western and northern parts o{
the catchment and on the high ridge between the upper
Shotover and Shiel Burn.

Localised sediment sources of magnitude 3 or higher
are recorded mainly below 1100m and contribute sedi
ment directly into the Shotover or its main tributaries.
The majority arcIarge slips, usually undercut by streams
or rivers and often associated with deep-seated slump-
ing. These most commonly occur on unstable west-
facing dip slopes of the Shotover, or of the larger tribu-
taries which flow wholly or partly in a north-south
direction-e.g., Blue Creek, Polnoon Burn, Stony Creek
ancl lr4oonlight Creek. Large slips also occur in reaches
of other tributaries-e.g., Sixteen Mile Creek and
Savage Burn where stream channels are very confined
and the toes of unstable slopes are undercut by the
streams when in flood.

9.1.5 OcunnENcE oF rHB Dtprr,nnNr Enosro¡t
Tvpns ¡s SpuurNr SouRcEs

The occurrence of each of the erosion types des-
cribed in Chapter 6 has been analysed on the basis
of magnitude (Table 6), frequency of occurrence
(Table 7) and feasibility of repair (Table 8) .

Because of the preponderance of compound units,
with up to four erosion types in each, there are several
hundred possible erosion combinations of which 56
have actually been mapped. Where these combinations

TABLE 6: FREQUENCY OF EROSION MAGNITUDE
RATINGS RELATIVE TO EROSION TYPES

Legend tor erosîon types:

9. Results of Survey

g gully
sl slip
su slump

df
da
rf

sc scree creep
sb stream bank
ds debris slide

debris flow
debris avalanche
rockfall

Erosíon
Types

Erosion Magnítude Rating
2 2+ 3 3+ 4 4+ s'*Total

sl
sc sl
slg
scg
gslsc
dag
o

da
da sl
sc
sb
rf
sc rf
sl sc da
sc da
sl su
rf sl
sl cla g
sl sb
rf sl sc
dsg
ds
gscda
da rf
su
sl ds
slrfg
rfg
gdadf
daslscg
da rf sl
Miscellaneous

groupings

29
7

4
4
1

6
9
2
I

10
3
4
3
1

1

5103
I 22
23

81
10

1 22
11
4l
111
11

I
I

2
3
2
1

1

LI
I

tl
1

10 28
312
34

9
26

4
l4
44
32

I
11
l2

I
2t
l3

2
3

t3
2

48
15
t2
4
4
5
4
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
I
2

2
2
2
2
1

2
2
2

1

2
1

2

134
42
29
26
23
22
2t
20

217
15
10
10
9
8
8
7
7

16
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
3
3

3
3
5
3

1

I

1

I
I

I
l2

1

3
I
2

54

2
1

63 31

Total 94 141 39 109 27 55 18 11 3 497

TABLE 7: FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF
EROSION TYPES

Erosíon
Type

No. Times No. Tinres
Recorded as Recorded

Sole with other Total
Sedinrcnt Erosíon Record- o/o of
Source Types ings Total

Slip (including
debris slide)

Gully
Scree crecp
Debris avalanche
Rockfall
Slump
Streambank
Debris flow

1 39+
2l
15

20
10
4

10
1

185+
146
143
92
48
17

8
7

37.4
19.5
18.5
12.9
6.7
2.4
2.1
0.9

324
767
158
lt2
58
2t
18

8

220 646

Includes 5 mapped as debris slides
Includes 10 mapped as debris slides

*
+
+
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g gully
sl slip
su slump

sc scree cleep
sb streambank
ds debris slide

SHOTOVER RIVER CATCHMENT

TÀBLE 8: FREQUENCY OF FEASIBILITY-OF-REPAIR
RATINGS RELATIVE TO EROSION TYPES

Legend tor erosion types:
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(a) Slips are the most frequently mapped sediment
source, not only as the sole erosion type but also in
association with other erosion types, the most common
being scree creep, gully and debris avalanche. As single
sediment sources, slips are most commonly rated as
magnitude 2 followed by ratings of magnitude 3 and 1.
They also comprise partly or wholly more than half of
the sediment sources rated between 4 and 5+.

(b) Gully erosion, as with most other erosion types,
is not mapped often as a single sediment source but is
of frequent occurrence in association with slip, scree
creep and debris avalanche erosion. As a single sedi-
ment source it has usually beeen mapped in the 1-5
magnitude range, but it also occurs commonly in com-
pound units of magnitude 4-5+.

(c) Scree creep erosion is also of frequent occur-
lence in compound units, in association with slip and
gully erosion particularly, but also with debris aval-
anches and rockfalls. As a single sediment soul'ce, it
has magnitude ratings which are predominantly low
but it occurs commonly in compound units of magni-
tude 4-5.

(d) Debris avalanche erosion is of moderately fre-
quent occurrence, particularly in association with gul-
lies, slips and screes. As a single sediment source, mag-
nitude ratings are mainly 2-3+. In compound units it
is fairly common in magnitude ratings of 4 and 4+
and very common in those units with magnitude ratings
5 and 5+.

(e) Rockfalls are of less common occurrence as sedi-
ment sources than the types of erosion listed above
and, as single units, are most often recorded as of
magnitudes 1 and 2. As compound units they com-
monly occur in association with screes, slips and debris
avalanches.

(f) Slump erosion was rarely mapped as a single
sediment source but more commonly in association
with slip and to a lesser extent with gully and scree
creep erosion. About a third of the compound units
in which slump erosion is recorded are of magnitudes
4 and 5.

(g) Debris flow erosion was mapped infrequently
and only once as a single sediment source. In com-
pound units it is associated with slip, gully and debris
avalanche erosion. Debris flows are associated with
very high runofl rates (see Chapter 6) and, although
low in frequency, may provide large amounts of sedi-
ment to the river system when they do occur.

9.1.3.1 Streambank Erosion in Tributary Catchments

Streambank erosion occurring in tributaries was to
be referred to the engineering surveyors for further
investigation. This was done in those tributaries with
relatively large areas of river flats and terraces beíng
actively eroded-i.e., in Polnoon Burn and Moke
Creek (see Chapter 8) .

Other tributaries have relatively small areas of flats
and terraces and any bank erosion observed was sel-
dom severe. Time did not permit detailed inspection of
stream banks in most of these tributaries by either
soil conservation or engineering surveyors. Streambank
erosion was mapped in Blue Creek and east head of

df debris flow
da clebris avalanche
rf rockfall

Erosíon
Types

F eas ib i lily-o | -r e pair- Rat i n g
2 3 5+ 4 4+ 5Total

sl
sc sl
slg
scg
gslsc
dag

da
cla sl
sc
sb
rf
sc rf
sl sc da
sc da
sl su
lf sl
sldag
sl sb
lf sl sc
drg
ds
gscda
da rf
su
sl ds
slrfg
rfg
gdadf
daslscg
da rf sl
Miscellaneous

groupings

39
4
5
2
1

4
I

4
7
1

1

5

2

I

568
1,6

93
1

4
I
4

l7
1,1

11

t2
12
I
9
4
7
3

3

41
I
1

2
2
2
T

3
2
I

I 134
542
129

10 26
621

t2 22
321

15 20
Bt7
215

10
410
79
28
78

7
47
46

5
35

5
15
45
55
l4

3
3

l3
23
t3
33

10 3l

4
3

2
1

1

4
I

2
1

11
2

2
I1
1

2

Total 130l81207610 13 150 497

occur only once or twice they are listed under "mis-
cellaneous groupings".

Localised erosion units may sometimes consist of
more than one erosion type-e.g. slips (sl) and gully
(g) 

-but rarely more than two. Compound erosion
units may sometimes have only one erosion type record-
ed but commonly have two or more.

Table 6 summarises under the difierent magnitude
ratings the number of occurrences of each erosion
type or group of erosion tvpes. The total number
of occurrences of each erosion type either as a sole
sediment source or in combination with other erosion
types is shown in Table 7.

With the exception of streambank erosion which
is discussed separately and clebris slides (see below),
the two tables give a guide to the relative frequency
of occurrence of the diflerent erosion types mipped
as sediment sources. The relative magnitude of each
is more diflìcult to assess as in compound units some
erosion types are of mor.e importance than others.

The eight types of "slope erosion" mapped are briefly
discussed below in order of their frequency as listed
in Table 7. Debris slides as defined in Chapter 6
are included with slips as they were mapped separ-
ately only in limited areas of the catchment.
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the Polnoon but seldom in other tributaries for the
reasons mentioned above. Although its frequency of
occurrence is tikely to be considerably greater than
indicated by Table 7, streambank erosion of river flats
and terraces is not considered to be of major import'
ance as a sediment source in tributaries other than
Polnoon Burn and Moke Creek.

Slipping of high stream banks is, however, often
associated with lateral bank erosion and can be con-
sidered as slip plus streambank erosion. Gully erosion
of semi-permanent stream courses in high altitude
basins can also be regarded as partly streambank
erosion although not mapped as such.

9.1.4 FraslBILITy or Rpp¡rn oF rHE DlppBnput
EnosroN TvpBs

Erosion types, or groupings of erosion types are

listed in Table 8 with their number of occurrences
under the difierent feasibility ratings. 3+ is interme'
diate in rating between 3 and 4, and 4+ similarly be-

tween 4 and 5. Although no two sediment sources of
the same erosion type (or groupings of types) are

identical, it is possible to make some generalisations
on comparative feasibility of repair and the type of
limitations involved,

(a) Feasibility 1

Very few sediment sources were considered to have
only slight limitations to repair-i.e., access of sedi
ment to the river system easily stopped. Most of these
are low altitude slips without problems of toe erosion
or old sluicings where gravel is entering the river sys-

tem by slipping, scree creep or gullying.

(b) Feasíbilíty 2

Moderate limitations to repair include climatic lim'
itations of altitude for some tree species and slight
to moderate problems of stabilising steep slopes and
toe erosion of slips. The majority of the sediment
sources are due partly or wholly to slipping, or stream
bank erosion.

(c) Feasibility 3

Severe limitations to repair include moderate to
severe problems of toe erosion difficult to control and
more severe limitations of altitude, soil depth, steep-

ness and instability of slopes than for feasibility 2.
Nearly half the slips mapped as single sediment

sources are assessed as 3 or 3+ feasibility. The maj-
ority of other sediment sources in this category are

various combinations of slip, scree creep, slump and
gully erosion.

(d) Feasibility 4

Very severe limitations to repair include high alti-
tudes (above 1200m), very steep slopes, very shallow
soils overlying rock, deep-seated erosion, severe to very
severe problems of toe erosion very difficult to control,
or combinations of two or more of these factors. Feasi-

bility ratings of 4 were also given where only part of
the unit was considered capable of being treated'

Although most slips have a feasibility rating lower
than 4, they are still the most common sediment source

SEDIMENT SOURCES SURVEY

or 5-1-.

(e) Feasibility 5
Limitations to repair are so extreme that remedial

measures are not considered possible with known
techniques. The most common limitations are very high
altitudès (above 1500m) and extreme steepness of
slope. The most common types of erosion with feas-

ibility S ratings are debris avalanche, slip, rockfall
and scree creep plus gully, or various combinations of
these.

9.1.5 Frasrelurv R¡,rrucs
The feasibility of repairing given amounts of sedi-

ment source in the catchment is shown in Table 9

TABLE 9: SEDIMENT SUPPLY RELATED TO
FEASIBILITY-OF-REPAIR RATINGS

Magnitude/
Feasibility

Rating
Sedíment

Frequency Units
o/o Cumulatíve

ol Total o/o

5
4
1

1/r
2/r
3/r

5 0.24
8 0.59
4 0.20

Total t710 0.85 0.83

1/2
tl)
2+/2
3/2
3+/2
4/2
4+/2

32
52

9
52

6
8

12

32
26

3
t3

1

I
1

1.54
2.50
0.44
2.50
0.29
0.39
0.58

Total 771 8.24 9.07

r/3
2/3
2+/3
J/ 5

3+/3
4/3
4+/3
5/3

29 29
sl 102
15 45
23 92
424

10 80
448
232

1.40
4.90
2.17
4.42
l.16
5.85
2.31
1.54

Total 30 82158 452 21.75

r/4
2/4
2+/4
3/4
3+/4
4/4
4+/4
s/4

0.87
4.23
1.73
8.84
3.46
7.69
2.31
3.08

18 18
44 88
t2 36
46 184
12 72
20 160
448
464

Total 160 670 32.21 63.O3

1/s
2/5
2+/s
3/5
3+/5
4/s
4+/5
s/5
5+/5

11

30
I

30
t3
26
10

5
3

0.53
2.89
1.16
5.77
3.75
9.99
5.77
5.85
3.46

11

60
24

120
78

208
720
80
72

Total t36 773 37.17 100.20
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which is based on Map 1. The frequency with which
each rating (e.g., lf l, 2/l) was mapped is shown in
column two and these are weighted in column three
according to the sediment supply reprrsented by each
using the geometric scale of magnitude. (Assessment
of magnitude and feasibility of repair is described in
Chapter 7.) The frequency with which a rating of,
sây,2/l \Mas mappecl is therefore multiplied by
2 to determine the secliment supply represented
by it. Similarly, the frequency with which a
rating of 3 /l was mapped is multiplied by 4 to deter-
mine the sediment supply this represents. Ratings of
2*, 3+, etc., ate taken as being halfway between
two ratings. Thus a 2t magnitude rating is halfway
between 2 and 3. Since a 2 rating is equivalent to two
sediment units (each unit being magnitude 1) and a
3 rating is equivalent to four sediment units, 2* is
equivalent to three sediment units. Similarly 3* is
equivalent to six, 4+ is equivalent to twelve, and 5+
is approximately equivalent to twenty-four sediment

27

units. Very few sediment sources have been mapped
with the "plus" annotation in their feasibility rating
and those plus signs have been disregarded for the
purposes of this analysis. A feasibility rating of 3+
is therefore counted as 3 in Table 9.

The table shows that only ten sediment sources were
mapped with a feasibility of 1, which entailed 17 sedi-
ment units. This is equivalent to O.83o/o of the total
sediment units mapped in the catchment. Similar de-
tails are shown for feasibility ratings of 2, 3,4 and
5.

9.1.6 Sus-c,,\rcFrMENT Anr¡.s

The catchment has been subdivided into sub-catch-
ments for convenience of discussion (see Fig. 9) .

These are listed in Table 10 and include subdivisions of
the largest tributary catchments, particularly Polnoon
Burn and Flood Burn. The largest sub-catchment listed
is Moonlight Creek rvith an area ol 11 850 ha.

TABLE 10. CATCHMENT AND SUB-CATCHMENT AREAS

No Description Hectares Square Miles o/o ol Total Area

I,
3

4
5
6

I
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16

t7
1B

19

20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
5B
39
40
4l
42

Tyndall Stream
l'ummel Burn
Pine Creek
Lake Creek, etc.
Lochnagar
Left bank, upper Shotover
Glencairn Creek
Seventeen Mile Creek, etc,
West Face, Greenland Peak
Sixteen Mile Creek and Robertson Creek
Shotover Left Bank below Sixteen Mile Gorge
Shotover Right Bank below Sixteen Mile Gorge
Shiel Burn
Polnoon Burn, West Branch
Polnoon Bnrn, East Branch
Polnoon Burn, North Branch
Polnoon Burn, Forks to the Neck
Blue Creek
Woody Gully
Branches Flat riverbed
The Islarrd
Polnoon Burn below the Neck
Savage Burn
Upper Flood Burn
Lower Flood Burn
Maori Gully, etc.
Stockyard Creek, etc.
Shotover Left Bank, downstream of Branches Flat
Shotover Right Bank, downstream of Branches Flat
Skippers Creek
Stony Creek
Pleasant Creek, etc.
Shotover Right Bank downstream of Stony Creek
Deep Cleek
Long Gully
Shotover Left Bank, Long Gully to Arthurs Point
Moonlight Creek
Moke Creek
Bowens Peak East Faces
Tucker Beach and Delta riverbed
Queenstown Hill North Face, and Ferry Hill
Left Bank Terraces downstream of Arthurs Point

1 750
1 590
860

1 260
2 125
1 880
I 800

780
I 085
3 850
1 420
1 185
5 980
I 040
I 090

745
6 945
3 225

785
480
245

I 020
3 367
3 729
2 849
1 270
3 450
4 710
t 210
5 125
9 195
1 055
1 850
3 790
I 365
I 775

11 8s0
7 445

670
335

I 490
2 125

6.76
5.37
5.16
4.86
8.22
7.27
6.95
3.00
4.20

14.88
5.48
4.59

23.10
4.03
4.22
2.87

26.81
12.45
3.01
1.85
0.95
3.94

I 1.00
14.40
1 1.40
4.9t

13.33
18.1 7

4.67
19.78
35.50
4.0
7.15

14.65
4.50
6.85

45.7 5
28.75
2.60
1.30
5.75
8.2

1.60
1.27

0.78
1.15
1.94
1.72
1.64
0.71
0.99
J.51
1.30
1.08
5.46
0.95
0.99
0.68
6.34
2.94
0.72
0.44
0.22
0.93
3.07
3.40
2.60
1.16
3.15
4.30
l.10
4.68
8.40
0.94
1.69
3.46
1.25
1.62

10.81
6.80
0.61
0.31
1.36
1.94

Total tog 475 422.5 100,00
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SHOTOVER RIVER CATCFIMENT

9.1.7 Sus-carcHMENr R.arINcs

Table 11 lists the sub-catchments in order of their
importance as sediment suppliers. The information pre'
sented is obtained by adding the total number of sedi-
ment sources in each catchment, multiplied by their
sediment source ratings. The sources were mapped on
the geometric scale described in Chapter 7. Using this
system, each mapped source wjth a magnitude rating of
5 is counted as sixteen sediment units, each source with
a magnitude rating of 4 is counted as eight, each source
with a magnitude rating of 3 is counted as four, each
source with a magnitude rating of 2 is counted as two
and each source with a magnitude rating of 1 is
counted as one sediment unit.2+, 3+,4+ and 5* are
weighted according to the description in section 9.1.5.
This results in a total for each sub-catchment represen-
tative of the number of sediment units mapped (see

Table 11) and these totals may be compared to
ascertain the relative importance of each sub-catch-
ment as a supplier of sediment. It is important to note
that this is a relative rating only.

9.t.7.1 Relotíve Magnitude Ratings

From Table 11 Stony Creek appears to be by far
the largest sediment supplier in the catchment, follow-
ed by Shiel Burn, Moonlight Creek, Skippers Creek,

TABLE 11: SUB.CATCHMENT RATINGS
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Savage Burn and Sixteen Mile Creek. However, Flood
Burn, Polnoon Burn and Moonlight Creek have been
subdivided in this table so, to ascertain the total sedi
ment source ratings of these one must add the units
of the subdivisions, i.e.:

Sub-catchment
No, Sub-catcfiment

17 &.22 Polnoon Burn
14 Polnoon Burn, West Branch
16 Polnoon Burn, North Branch
15 Polnoon Burn, East Branch
18 Blue Creek

Stony Creek
Shiel Burn
Moonlight Creek
Skippers Creek
Savage Burn
16 Mile Creek and Robertson

Creek
Moke Creek
Upper Flood Burn
Blue Creek
Polnoon Burn
Polnoon Burn, West Branch
Tummel Burn
Left bank Upper Shotover
Glencairn Creek
Polnoon Burn, North Branch
Stockyard Creek, etc.
Polnoon Burn, East Branch
Lower Flood Burn
Maori Gully, etc.
Shotover Right Bank,

downstream of Stony Creek
Lake Creek, etc.
Shotover Left Bank, Long

Gully to Arthurs Point
Tyndall Stream
Shotover Left Bank,

downstream of Branches Flat 28 1.2

Long Gully 35 9
Deep Creek 34 B

Pleasant Creek, etc. 32 8

Seventeen Mile Cleek, etc. I 8
Pine Creek 3 5
Bowens Peak, East Face 59 5

Woody Gully, etc. 19 & 12 5

Total for Polnoon Burn
Savage Burn
Upper Flood Burn
Lower Flood Burn

Total for Flood Burn
J\4oonlight Creek
Moke Creek

Total for Moonlight Creek 292

This implies that Polnoon Burn in total is the most
important supplier of sediment from slope erosion in
the catchment, followed by Flood Burn, Moonlight
and then Stony Creek, etc.

9.1.7.2 Relative "Density" ol Sources

Sediment source "density" for each sub-catchment
was calculated by dividing total sediment units by
catchment area and multiplying by 10 000 for the con-
venience of avoiding decimals. Thus, in the West Pol-
noon Burn, 73 sediment source units were mapped in
an atea of 1040 ha, giving a sediment source "density"
of

(73 x 10000) /to4o : 702

The highest sediment source "densities" occur in
the West Polnoon (702) , North Polnoon (658), Savage
Burn (487), Tummel Burn (446).

9.2 THE LAND INVENTORY SURVEY

The land inventory survey of the two properties not
already mapped by the Otago Catchment Board for con-
servation farm plans covered about half of the catch-
ment. Information from this survey and the catchment
board surveys was used to compile a generalised map
of the catchment cover (Map 2) to indicate those areas
with insuflìcient vegetative cover which could be
contributing sediment to the river system by sheet and
wind erosion, etc.

Where accelerated erosion is mapped on an areal
basis both percentage bare ground and percentage soil
loss are recorded (Land Use Capability Survey Hand-
book, 1977). Because of the number of possible com-
binations of these two factors, it was decided to show
only percentage bare ground on the map as this indi-
cates the areas at present subject to accelerated erosion.
Past soil loss due to sheet and wind erosion varies
throughout the catchment, generally being more severe
in the lower half than in the upper but seldorn being
mapped at greater than severity 2 (25 to 75o/o topsoil
loss) .

23
24
25

37
38

SS Units
83
13
49
40
95

338

164
105
40

309

177
lt5

Sub-catchment

Total
Catch- Sedí-
ment ment
No. Units

Catch- Sedi-
ment ment
Area Unitslha
(ha) x 10+

31 255
13 191
37 177
30 171
23 164

10 152
3B 115
24 105
18 93

t7 &22 83
t4 73
262

6,5 &11 55
754

16 49
27 42
15 40
25 40

26 &29 27

9 195 277
5 980 s20

11 850 150
5 125 334
3365 487

3 850 3e5
7 445 155
3729 282
3225 289
7 965 105
1 040 702
1 590 446
4390 126
I 800 300
745 658

3 450 122
1 090 367
2849 141
2480 109

1 850
1 260

1 775
1 750

4 710
1 365
3 790
1 055

780
860
670

1 970

35 22
420

36 17
114

119
158

96
80

26
66
22
78

103
58
75
26
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9.2.1 Map op C¡,rcHplpxr Covrn

Map 2 shows the type of cover in the catchment and
indicates the degree of protection afiorded by that
cover against erosion mapped on an areal basis-í.¿.,
sheet, wind and scree creep. Protective cover includes
living and dead vegetation and litter. Rock outcrops,
common on all steep slopes, are not mapped as bare
ground, but areas where bare rock predominates are
often signifìcant sediment source areas and are mapped
separately even though the vegetative cover, where
present, may be in excellent condition.

Only Ben Lomond and Branches Stations were map-
ped for both land inventory and specific sediment
sources. Depletion ratings for the remainder of the
catchment are based on the land inventory surveys for
conservation farm plans carried out by the Otago
Catchment Board between December 1966 and March
1973. The locations of these properties are shown on
Fig. 6 and the dates of survey in Table 12.

TABLE 12: DATES OF LAND INVENTORY SURVEYS
FOR OTAGO CATCHMENT BOARD SOIL AND WATER

CONSERVATION FARM PLANS

Farrn Plan
No. Property Date ol Survey

SEDIMENT SOURCES SURVEY

Table 13 summarises the extent and percentage ateas
of the various types of catchment cover mapped.

TABLE 13: CATCHMENT COVER

Category Ar'ea
(ha\

o/o Total
Area Mapped

Grasslands and Shrublands:
Nil or slight depletion
Mainly nil or slight

depletion
Moderate depletion
Severe depletion
Very severe or extreme

depletion

21 5tO

32 580
18 460
5 180

1 090

23.0

51.0
l7.5
5.0

1.0

Total
Beech forest
Alpine soils, bare rock, etc.
More than 50o/o rock (non-alpine)
Lakes and riverbed

81 820
4 920

14 240
3 100
I 550

77.5
4.7

13.4
2.9
1.5

105 650

9.2,2 DnptøTroN rN Gnnssla¡¡os AND SHRUBLANDs

The survey did not extend downstream from Arthurs
Point. The estimated 3.60/o of the catchment in the
lower reaches of the Shotover is mostly farm land but
with some moderately steep to very steep hill country
east of Arthurs Point. From brief inspection, the greater
part of this area appears well covered but most steep,
sunny faces are moderately depleted and eroded. Above
Arthurs Point 77.5o/o of the surveyed area is dominant-
ly grassland but contains significant proportions of
shrubland. The latter most commonly occurs in the
gorges and on steep, dark faces in the north and west
of the catchment.

(a) Nil or slight depletion

Abotrt 3Oo/o of the grasslands and shrublands are
mapped as having only slight or no depletion and can
be considered as having a very good or excellent pro-
tective cover. Altitude range is up to 1700 m in parts
of the upper catchment.

Some of the higher altitude areas show signs of past
moderate soil erosion and the present very good cover
is often due mainly to a thick litter layer between
the snow tussocks. More commonly, especially in the
upper catchment, soil loss has been slight. Burning of
such areas, however, would result in a large proportion
of bare ground exposed to erosive forces. At lower
levels, where snow tussock is not dominant, there is
usually $ close ground cover of turf-forming species
and ground cover is also good in areas of sub-alpine
scrub.

(b) Maínly nil or slight depletion

Almost 40o/o of the grasslands or shrublands are
mapped as also having mainly very good or excellent
cover, but with up to 25o/o of each unit having more
than lOo/o bare ground. This is partly a reflection of

100

89
100
r06
119
126
148
150
151

Mt. Aurum
Closeburn
Mt. Creighton
Wharehuanui
Coronet Peak
Rees Valley
Temple Peak
Wyuna

December 1966
|anuary 1968
March-April 1966
November 1969
fanuary 1970
March 1975
March 1971
February 1972

Because of the varying dates of the surveys, depletion
ratings may have altered in some instances. On the
scale of mapping used this is not expected to be sig-
nificant except on areas which were burned prior to
or after the respective surveys. There has been rela-
tively little burning carried out by runholders in the
catchment since 1970 and stocking rates in general
have been reduced since then (see Chapter 5). Changes
in depletion rates on areas burned before l97O are
likely to be in the direction of less bare ground as
vegetation recovers and a litter layer is built up. In
some cases, however, where severe depletion is coupled
rvith severe soil loss, there may be little or no improve-
ment.

As a result of an accidental fire in December 1974 on
Mt Aurum Station the percentage bare ground on
the area of the burn increased very markedly as com--
pared with that lecorded in the lanrf inventory survey
eight years previously. In this case the original deple-
tion ratings have been changed from mainly moderate
to severe and very severe.

It was not possible to transfer all of the units from
the catchment board land inventory maps on to the
one-inch-to-the-mile base sheet, as most of the former
were at a scale of 40 or 20 chains to the inch. This has
necessitated the elimination of some small units and
amalgamation of others.
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the need to combine small units with 10 to 2Oo/o bare
ground with larger units of O ro llo/o bare ground.
ln many parts of the catchment, however, larger units
have been mapped as of predominantly slight or nil
depletion with lesser amounts of moderate (or occa-
sionally severe) depletion, the latter often occutring
on small, steep, sunny faces. Usually this depletion is
a reflection of burning and grazing but, in areas inac-
cessible to domestic stock, localised depletion is mainly
due to natural erosion often accelerated through over-
grazing by noxious animals.

As with (a) above, the present generally very good
cover may be due to a dense litter layer which is easily
removed by fire. Together the two categories make up
almost 70o/o by area of the grasslands and shrublands.

(c) Moderate depletiott

Where depletion is mapped as moderate (10 to 20o/o
bare ground), it is usually a reflection of past burning
and gtazing and occurs most commonly in units of a
predominantly sunny aspect. Most units will include
small areas of slight or severe depletion. In some of
the more inaccessible parts of the catchment, where
cover is generally very good, depletion mapped as mod-
erate may reflect high rates of natural erosion often
accelerated by noxious animals. Nearly 27o/o of. grass-
lands and shrublands are mapped in this category.

(d) Severe depletion

Areas of severe depletion (20 to 40o/o barc ground)
occur mainly above 900m on sunny aspects of Dunstan
steepland soils and often reflect moderately severe or
severe soil loss. The high rates of depletion are due
predominantly to past burning and overgrazing and
the eroded soils are not easily revegetated. About 60/o
of grasslands and shrublands are mapped as severely
depleted.

(e) Very severe to extrenxe depletion

Very severe to extreme depletion (more than 40%o
bare ground) has rarely been mapped (1.3o/o) and at
the head of the Shotover (Tyndall Creek) and south
of Maori Gully is due to recent sunmer fires. Other
areas mapped are mostly at high altitudes and soil
loss due to wind and sheet erosion and scree creep
has been very severe.

Old sluicings and eroded terrace scarps where little
revegetation has occurred have been mapped in this
category where they are of sufficient size. Elsewhere
they generally form a complex with adjacent well-
vegetated areas and are mapped according to the pro-
portion they occupy of any particular unit. The areas
of severe or very severe depletion, adjacent to the
Shotover River, are predominantly due to past mining
activities.

5l

9.2.3 Bepcs Fonesr

Beech forest is confined mainly to western tributaries
of the Shotover from Sixteen Mile Creek southwards
but is of very limited extent in the Flood Burn catch-
ment. It occurs mainly on very steep slopes with a

southerly aspect but was formedy of much more wide-
spread occurrence. Although beech forest now occupies
less tlran 5o/o of the catchment, its value as protective
cover, where it does occur, is very high.

9.2.4 ArprNn Solls, B¡nB Rocr< eNn ScRee

Alpine soils, bare rock and scree comprise 1,i.4o/o
of the catchment and occur mainly above 1700 to
1800m. They are mapped below these limits at the
heads of some of the high basins where bare rock
and scree descend to lower levels.

Snow lies for several months of the year where
slopes are not precipitous and acts as a protective cover
against frost action. Small areas of permanent snow
and ice occur on the higher peaks in the west and
north of the catchment but there is evidence that these
have decreased in area in recent years.

Plant cover at these high altitudes is sparse or ab-
sent, exposed rock is subject to intense frost action,
and debris produced by exfoliation on steep slopes is
readily moved by gravity to lower levels and eventually
into the river system. On easier slopes, very fìne scree
from pelitic schists is readily gullied and probably also
subject to sheet wash and wind erosion.

Although alpine screes are regarded as due to nat-
ural erosion, it is evident that, in some parts of the
catchment, accelerated erosion has increased their areal
extent.

9.2.5 AnBes on Rocr BruFFS, rrc.

Steep to precipitous slopes with much exposed rock
are widespread throughout the catchment particularly
in gorges, on scarp slopes and on south-facing slopes
at the heads of many small sub-catchments. Units com-
prising more than 5Oo/o rack bluffs, other than in the
alpine zone, are recorded on Map 2 and total 2.9o/o of
the area mapped.

Many other units with large proportions of rock
outcrops but predominantly grassland or shrubland
were mapped on the basis of depletion and many smal-
ler stretches of rocky gorge were not possible to map
at this scale. Over the whole catchment, the total area
of bare rock must be quite substantial.

As in the alpine zoìe, much of the debris produced
by frost action on exposed rock faces moves down-
slope and into the river system.
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10. Discussion
10.1 INTRODUCTION

The purposes of the survey were: "To identify the
sources and types of sediments entering the river
system and to classify, measure, document and present
these." The degree of success in these, together with
comments on the feasibility of repair, are reviewed in
this chapter.

The most difiìcult aspect of these terms of reference
has been the requirement to document the sources of
sediment and to measure the quantities of sediment
yielded by each source.

In particular the employment of soil conservator.s
and engineers to carry out independent surveys in their
particular areas of expertise (land and river) led to
results which for comparison required the development
of a common erosion unit. With consideration of the
pioneer nature of the Shotover survey, reasonably con-
sistent and realistic results were achieved.

IO.2 ORIGIN OF SEDIMENT

The three principal sources of river sediments are:
(a) Alluvial deposits
(b) Bedrock
(c) Mass movement or slope deposits.

Overlap occurs between (b) and (c) as a consid-
erable portion of the slope deposits (e.g., screes) is
directly derived from bedrock.

10.2.1 S¡UMENT rs DBnrv¡o rnov Arruvr¿r. DE-
posITS ey ErrFr¡R Dpcn,qonrroN op RrvBn CH,qNNsrs
¡N¡ Fr-¿.rs on ey BaNK EnosroN

A crude estimate of the quantities of sediment yield-
ed by degradation of river channels ancl flats is sum-
marised in Table 14. The Branches Flat of J00 ha
is thus the largest single source of alluvial sediments.

It should be emphasised that the assumed rates of
degradation are those that are currently occurring and
which contribute to the yield of sediment measured at
the Borvens Peak gauging station. As the river cuts
down through the accumulated debris from accelerated
erosion and approaches its original bed level, the rate
of degradation will decrease.

The degradation rates assumed are founded on ob-
seryations which indicate that a current degradation
phase is in progress.

The distribution of bank erosion sediment sources
throughout the catchment is widespread with no single
large sources (see Map 3). Only the Shotover and its
tributaries, Polnoon Burn and Moke Creek, justifìed
mapping in detail. Elsewhere there was little evidence
of important bank erosion. The advent to streams of
massive rock slides and consequent erosion by water
provides an additional source of alluvial sediments. At
the Bowens Peak station, these events are followed by
a slug of suspended sediment, the coarser sediments
following later and providing a small steady increment
to the total load.

An estimate of. 5o/o of total yield has been allocated
to the sediments consequent on these "catastrophic"
but not infrequent events.

10.2.2 SBuueNr UNrrs eNn BoweNs PBnr S¡trnl¡Nr
DrscHencs

The average annual suspended load at Bowens Peak
as measured is 1.025 million tonnes. Together with
a bed load estimated at 5oro, the total load is 1.076
million tfyr. Expressed as a percentage of the total
load the following table is drawn up in order to esti-
mate the proportion of sediments from mapped sedi-
ment source units (on slopes) and bank erosion units.

(Taking the density of gravels in situ as 2.1 t/m3)
Sediment yield by channel degradation at

206 OOO t/yr :79o/o

Sediment yield from unmapped sources
(estimated) : l1qb

Sediment yield from wind and sheet erosion
(estimated)

Sediment yield from "catastrophic" eyents ....

Subtotal 39o/o

.'. Yield from mapped sources and bank
erosion (: lo0o/o 

- 
39%) :6to/o

: 5o/o

: 5o/o

TABLE 14: ESTIMATION OF SEDIMENT QUANTITIES YIELDED BY DEGRADATION
(Where the specifìc gravity of gravel is 2.lt/m3, 97940m3/year X2.7:206000 t/year.)

Reach
Assumed Rate of Degradation Scdiment Yicld

Area (ha) (mm/year) (m3 /year)
Polnoon Buln: above rock fall
Polnoon Burn: gorge through rock fall
Polnoon Burn: below rock f'all
Shotover River above Sixteen Mile Gorge
Saddle Creek Flat
Branches Flat
Shotover Gorge from Branches Flat to Arthurs point
Big Beach

28.2
5.4

52.6
86.0
54.2

300.0
72.0
23.8

10
5

5
7.5

10
20
20
25

2 820
270

2 630
6 450
5 420

60 000
14 400
5 950
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Unmapped sediment sources would be mainly slips
and stream bank erosion in small creeks and untra-
versed portions of larger creeks. Some sediment would
also be derived by direct weathering of bare surfaces
at higher altitudes. It is considered that approximately
lOYo of the sediment source units were missed during
the survey.

Bank erosion units located upstream of Bowens Peak
total 915, where a unit sediment source is defìned as
a sediment source of magnitude 1, or a 100m length
of bank erosion of severity 1.

Mapped sediment sources (on slopes) total 2 081
units. The total number of sediment units above
Bowens Peak is 2 996 (say 3 000) and these yield
610/o of the total Bowens Peak measured load of
1.076 million t/yr.

A sediment unit is thus equivalent to 22O tlyt
(660 000/5 000). Together with the 54 units of bank
erosion downstream of Bowens Peak, the total sedi-
ment load reaching the Kawarau can be estimated at
1.1 million t/yr.

(The value of the sediment unit can be verifìed by
looking at the engineering survey of the Big Beach. The
erosion marked for this silty terrace was an B50m
length of severity 5, equivalent to 8.5 X 16 : 158
units. The volume of material removed from Big Beach
over a nine-year period by bank erosion was 156 000
mr. Taking the density of silt as 1.8 t/m3 each bank
erosion unit yielded 230 tlyr. The agreement between
the two estimates of 220 and 230 t/yr indicates that
the sediment unit concept is realistic.)

10.2.2.1 Correlation between uníts ol bank erosion
and units ol sedíment sources (on slopes)

The sediment sources survey was originally designed
to give only relative ratings of magnitude; it was not
thought possible to give any meaningful estimates of
quantities of sediment supplied. When the results of
the two independent surveys-on river erosion by
engineers and slope erosion by soil ç6¡sspy¿fe¡s-þg-
came available, an attempt was made to quantify units
of measurement.

The close agreement between estimates of sediment
produced from the unit of bank erosion and actual
quantities of sediment removed at Big Beach confirms
the assumed fìgure of 100m as being meaningful for
river work.

The concept of unit length was not applicable to
sediment source units on slopes becausc of the great
variety of erosion types. The visnal assessments usecl
involved many factors rvhich are not capable of linear
interpretation. Holvever, the geometric scale evolved
for comparing sediment sources on slopes was con-
sidered to give reasonable estimates of relative magni-
tudes (see Section 7 .2.3) .

As no two sediment sources on slopes are identical,
each rating represents a range in values. With 1 and 5,
in particular, there is a very w
within the magnitude rating. For
1 could be much less than half
0 and 1. Conversely, a unit of ban
length of 100m for an erosion potential of severity 1

will in general be larger than average.
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The unit of bank erosion of severity 1 will therefore
generally be greater than the unit of slope erosion
of magnitude 1. On the other hand, the very large
sediment source on slopes could no,t be rated higher
than 5 (5+ was introduced to solve this problem later
in the survey), whereas the bank erosion unit of
severity 5 could be divided into as many 100m units
as was necessary. In many cases, therefore, the sedi-
ment source unit of magnitude 5 will supply consider-
ably more sediment than the corresponding unit of bank
erosion.

It can be concluded that the geometric scale is in-
sufficient to express the diflerence between a 1 and a 5
rating when applied to sediment sources on slopes.
The intermediate ratings 2, 3, 4 appear broadly equi-
valent for the comparison of erosion potential on banks
and slopes.

Referring back to the number of bank erosion and
napped sediment source units, which number 3 000
and are equivalent to 610/o of the total Bowens Peak
load:

Bank erosion units (915) make up 18.5o/o (915/j000
x 61)
.'. Mapped sediment sources yieTd 42.5o,b (61-18.5)

of the sediment load.
.'. Sediments from the alluvial sources of bed degra-

dation and bank erosion contribute 37.5o/o (19 +
18,5) (see section 10.2.2).

To allow for unmapped bank erosion sediment
sources, rounding up to 38o/o is reasonable.

10.2.3 DrsrRrBUTroN op SBu¡¡BNr Souncss

Slope erosion: Sediment yields due to slope erosion
products involve bedrock, mass movements of deposits,
gullying through deposits in storm periods, and these
togethel with sheet and wind erosion constitute the
source of 620/o of sediments (100-j8). The remain-
ing 38o/o (section 10.2.2) constitute bed degradation
and bank erosion.

Gully erosion and sheet and wind erosion can reas-
onably be assessed as l0o/o and 5o/o, respectively, of the
total, leaving 47o/o of sediments assigned to mass move-
ments. The following table shows the type and origin
of the sediments constituting the total Shotover sedi-
ment load.

Total Sediment
Alluvial Slope Erosion
38o/o 620/o

Bank Bed Mass Gully Sheet &
Erosion Degradation Mcvement Erosion Wind

r9o/o 79o/o 479b loo/o 
Eroúon

The following sections elaborate on sediment
sources with particular reference to bedrock as an in-
direct source of sedirnent.

10.2.4. Bpnnocr Souncrs

The area of alpine rock and scree in the catchment
is estimated at 142 kmz and the area of non-alpine
areas with more than 5oo/o of rock outcrop as j l km?
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(Table 13). The total area of exposed bedrock in the
catchment would require very detailed mapping but
100 km2 would be conservative. If the average annual
rate of exfoliation is 5mm the amount of detritus pro-
duced from bedrock would be 0.5 million me.

In formerly glaciated high altitude basins much of
the rock debris accumulates on screes or colluvial
slopes below rock blufls from where it is eventually
eroded by scree, creep or gully erosion. A significant
proportion, however, is channelled directly into gullies
and thence into the river system. At the heads of many
small catchments and in steep-walled gorges, there are
few or no easy slopes to allow accumulation and most
of the debris eroded from bedrock also moves into the
river system.

10.2.5 Mnss Movprr,rpNr Souncns

These are widespread throughout the catchment and
range in age from recent debris accumulations to re-
lict deposits from Pleistocene glaciation, They include
screes, accumulations from rock falls, solifluction de-
posits and stabilised colluvial slopes below bluffs. Fans
which grade into colluvial slopes in high altitude basins
are also included. Sediment is supplied to the river
system from these mainly unconsolidated slope de-
posits by slip, slump, scree creep, gully erosion and
occasionally during high intensity storms by debris
avalanches and flows.

IO.3 ACTIVITY OF SEDIMENT SOURCES

The location of the majority of major sediment
sources has been briefly discussed in section 9.I.2 and
mention made of the importance of factors such as
altitude, steepness of slope, stability of slope and
degree of undercutting by rivers and streams in section
7.2.3. The degree of activity of sediment sources is
related to these factors, to climate, and to source
material, whether bedrock or surficial deposits.

10.3. 1 TopocRApHrcAL FecroRs

I\4ost major compound sediment sources originate at
high altitudes (see Map 1 and Fig. 2) but there are
some high altitude areas which are not maior sedi-
ment sources-e.9., the dip slopes of the Harris moun-
tain, and also between Seton Peak and Snowy peak
in the Shiel Burn catchment. In most parts of the Shot-
over catchment, high altitude slopes are steep to very
steep and gravitationa.l forces readily remove rock
debris. Quick runofi from these areas leads to flash
floods and accelerated streambank erosion.

10,3.2 Ggorocrcll F¡,crons
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10.3.5 CuuerB FecroRs

Wind, rain and particularly frost are active agents
in the physical breakdown of exposed rock. Snow
avalanches remove rock detritus and soils to lower
levels. Snow and ice areas are characteristically im-
mobile in winter followed by increasing activity in
spring and early summer, as dictated by altitude.

The sediment souces map (Map 1) shows a high
correlation between rainfall isohyets over 1500mm per
year (Fig. 3) and the magnitude and density of sedi-
ment sources. However, some high rainfall areas,
notably Tyndall stream and Pine Creek catchments,
demonstrate the overriding control exercised by geology.
This control can also be demonstrated at low altituãe,
low rainfall areas, for example, Skippers Creek has an
appreciably higher sediment yield than either the
Tyndall stream or Pine Creek catchments.

10.3.4 PRoxrurry ro SrRBau CH,qNNprs

The most active slips and slumps are those which
are being undercut by stream flow and this action per-
sists to very low flows,

10.5.5 Rpr-nrrvp Acuvrry op S¡orlrsNr Souncps

Most slope erosion occurs during the spring thaw or
is due to heavy rainfall during surìmer and autumn
months. Winter is a comparatively dormant period.

10.4 FEASIBILITY OF REPAIR OF SEDIMENT SOURCES

It is generally considered that slope sediment sources
with feasíbility of repair ratings 1 and 2 could be
completely stabilised. For ratings 3 and 4, the eflec-
tiveness of repair work is estimated to be 609/o and
25%o, respectively. By defìnition, remedial work on
a.1e,as with a rating of 5 are considered to be not pos-
sible. Using Table 9 as a basis it is estimated ihat
aboú 30%o of sediment from mapped slope sources
could be prevented from entering the river system.
Thus:

Feasibility I o.B3%xt = oß3%
Feasibility 2 8.24% x I : 8.24%
Feasibility 3 21.75% x 0.6 : 73.05%o
Feasibility 4 32.21%o x 0.25 : g.o5%
Feasibility 5 37.17% x 0.0 : 0,0

30.I7% reduction

F,stimated sediment yield from mapped and unmapped
slope sources is 62%o (Section 10.2.3). Thus thé re-
duction of slope yield which could be achieved by
remedial work is 62 X O.3O : 18.6%o, approximately.

10.4.1 F¡aslBrlrry op Rsp¡rR ZoN,¡\rloN

Figure 10 shows that the areas difficult or impos-
sible to repair (repair ratings of 4 and 5) have a wide
distribution, but
slopes, high annu
of the catchments
by domestic stock
pair occupy low altitucles and low annual rainfall
areas.
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2. Previous Surveys
Surveys involving mapping of erosion have been
carried out previously over the whole or parts of the
Shotover catchment, by Soil Bureau, DSIR, and by
the Otago Catchment Board.

The soil erosion survey of the high country of the
South Island (Gibbs et aI., 1945) included a latge
part of the Shotover catchment. Both geological and
accelerated erosion were mappecl, the latter on the
basis of percentage topsoil removed. Much of the
area surveyed was mapped as only slightly or very
slightly eroded, with decreasing amounts of geological,
moderate and severe erosion. The scale of mapping (8
miles to the inch) gave a useful but very generalised
picture of the severity of accelerated erosion in the
catchment.

The fìrst high country resources survey carried out
by the Otago Catchment Board (OCB) was that of the
upper Shotover catchment in 1955 and involved not
only OCB engineering and soil conservation stafi and
a soil conservator from Soil Conservation and Rivers
Control Council, but also scientists from Soil Bureau,
DSIR, and University of Otago. Papers in the subse-
quent report (OCB Bulletin No. 1, 1956) dealt with
the geology, soils, vegetation, hydrology and sedimen-
tation, erosion, soil conservation and land capability
classification of the upper catchment. A simiiar survey
in the lower catchment was carlied out in 1954 bttt
for variotts reasons the report was not published until
some years later (OCB Bulletin No. 2, 1966). In both
sluveys, both geological and accelerated erosion were
mapped, the latter, as in the Gibbs e/ cl. survey on
percentage soil loss.

In OCB Bulletin N,o. 1, the sediment problem in the
Shotover River is discussed by Gillies (pp. 42-4) who
also lists the four principal sources of sediment as;
(1) geological erosion, (2) soil erosion, (3) bed and
bank erosion, and (4) mining erosion. Miller in the
same publication (p. 70) discusses the relative import-
ance of each. In OCB Bulletin No. 2 the sediment prob-
lem is not discussed specifically but Goodyear (p. 46)
mentions the importance of landslides as a major
source of sediment.

In his chapter cn Recommended Land Use in OCB
liulletin No. 2, A. F. Greenall discussed improved
future land use through the adoption of conservation
falm plans by runholders rvithin the catchment. Such
plans, which nor,v cover about half the catchment,
were preceded by land inventory and capability surveys
on a more detailed scale (generally 40 chains to the
inch) than those prepared for OCB Bulletins 1 and 2.
Inventory standards conform to those set out in the
Land Use Capability Survey Handbook (1971). Ero-
sion has been mapped on an areal basis for sheet,
wind and scree creep erosion, with both percentage
bare ground (depletion) and percentage soil loss being
recorded. Other forms of erosion-e.g., slip, gully,
debris avalanche-are recorded on a 1-5 scale on a

basis of seriousness. This form of erosion mapping,
while necessary for conservation farm planqing and
erosion control, does not in general locate specific
areas of erosion directly contributing sediment to rivers
and streams,

Properties wholly or partly in the catchment which
have been suleyed for conservation farm plans are
shorvn in Fig. 6.
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10.4.2 ReuBnteL MnnsunBs

Remedial measutes involving river work are outlined
in section 8.4 and two approaches to control of bank
erosion are discussed. Measures for the control of
slope erosion are outlined below:

(a) Treatment of existing sediment soutces (with
feasibility cf repair ratings 1-4) by trees and
shrub planting, aerial oversowing and topCressing,
gully control and toe stabilising structures. Pro-
tective fences will be generally necessary to pre-

vent damage by grazing animals.
(b) Aerial oversowing and topdressing of depleted

areas below 1300m and protective fences as nec-

essary to control stock.
(c) Removal of sheep from high altitude depleted

areas,
(d) Treatment of potential sediment sources by open

planting of trees and stabilisation of slopes'
(e) Intensified control of wild animals.

SEDIMENT SOURCES SURVEY

(f) Minimising burning and improving fire control
methods.

The proposecl remeclial treatments would require
about 20 years for completion, commencing immedi-
ately on the easier sites where successful plantings are

assured, and extending later on the more difficult areas

following research and trials for the selection of suit-
able species. The more direct river training and bank
protection rvorks would possibly be completed in
about 10 years. A provisional estimate is that the com-
plete catchment scheme, when efiective, could reduce
the present sediment rates by 35 to 4O%0. This im-
provèment would derive in approximately equal
amounts from control of bank erosion and slope

erosion (Sections 10.2.3 and 10.4). As some of the
areas may in fact be untreatable because of inaccessi-
bility and for safety reasons, it may be a more realistic
estimate that the final fìgure for reduction of sediment
yield from the Shotover catchment is 30 to 35%o '
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Ll. Conclusions
l1.t coNcLUsIoNs

11.1.1 SouncES oF SB¡runNr
The large sediment load contributed by the Shotover
River to the Clutha River system is due predominantly
to high rates of geological erosion in the catchment.
The severity of the erosion is related not only to the
widespread distribution of pelitic schists and uncon-
solidated surfìcial deposits but also to the high rainfall,
high altitudes and very steep slopes in much of the
catchment. Sediment is contributed directly to the river
system by erosion of slope and alluvial deposits prin-
cipally, but also by erosion of bedrock. Erosion types
in order of importance are: mass movements, strean-
bank erosion of flats and terraces, riverbed erosion,
gully erosion, and sheet and wind erosion. Streambank
erosion is also an important contributing factor in
much of the slope erosion. It is thought that the gtearet
proportion of the sediment is transported out of the
catchment as suspended load rather than bedload.

Accelerated erosion, due to former mining activities
and depletion of the vegetative cover through burning
and overgrazing by domestic and noxious animals, is
less important now than in the past. Sheet, wind and
scree creep erosion are, however, still severe in some
parts of the catchment, particularly in the lower half,
Old sluicing claims, although often still subject to wind
and scree creep erosion, are of minor importance as

sources of sediment to the river system. Recent climate
change is probably resulting in increased erosion and
runofl on some steep high altitude slopes owing to
recession of snowfìelds.

Il.t.2 CncHMENT CoNorrroN ¡Nn L,qNo Usp

Despite their activity, sediment sources occupy only
a small proportion of the catchment below the alpine
zone and although large areas are potentially unstable,
ground cover is generally very good and the proportion
of severely depleted and eroded grassland is much
lower than in most Otago high country catchments.

A large proportion of the catchment is retircd, is
in the process of being retired, or is unsuitable for
grazing by domestic stock, Present management policy
on most runs has reduced grazing pressure at higher
altitudes and there appears no justification for retiring
the whole catchment from grazing. Any proposed ero-
sion control plantings would, however, need protection
from domestic stock, and revegetation of depleted
areas would require fencing for stock control or com-
plete retirement from sheep grazing.

Overgrazing by noxious as well as domestic ani-
mals has accelerated erosion in many parts of the
catchment, especially at higher altitudes. Many of the
goats seen during the survey were grazing at or near
the upper limits of vegetation. New Zealand Forest
Service has begun an intensive campaign to eliminate
goats from the entire catchment. Greater control of
other noxious animals will also be necessary if erosion
control plantings are proceeded with.

11.1.5 Ev¡luArroN or Sunvpy
It is considered that the sediment sources survey

located, classified and recorded the great majority of

sediment sources in the catchment and probably all of
the major sources or source areas. Assessments have
been made for relative magnitude and relative diffi-
culty of repair. In addition, almost half of the catch-
ment was mapped for land inventory, A catchment
cover map was prepared using land inventory data
from the survey and from Otago Catchment Board
land inventory maps for conservation farm plans.

The engineering survey located, measured the extent
of and assessed for severity all erosion of river banks
in the Shotover River and elswhere in the catchment
where bank erosion was of more than minor import-
ance. Remedial measures to control bank erosion and
to arrest movement of debris have been described.

The hydrological survey succeeded in making a
series of comparative flow and sediment gaugings on
many important tributaries as well as on the main river
dtrring a storm event and collected other important daha,
including rainfall measurements, in several parte of
the catchment.

The geological survey report and maps have been of
great assistance in an understanding of the bedrock
and surfìcial geology and of the erosion processes
afÏecting them. The National Plant Materials Centre
report and two of the NZ Forest Service reports have
provided a basis for revegetation proposals as well as
useful comments on erosion in the catchment. A third
NZ Forest Service report provided useful information
on noxious animal distribution and control, and pas-
toral runs and run management were described in a
report by the Department of Lands and Survey.

The information gained during the survey and pre-
sented here should provide not only a clearer under-
standing of erosion and sediment problems in the
catchment but also a basis for planning remedial
measures and for indicating where more detailed in-
vestigation and research are necessary. Much other
relevant information obtained during the survey which
is not included in the report or on the accompanying
maps is recorded in notebooks or on cards and there
is also a reasonably comprehensive photographic cov-
erage of the catchment.

1.1 .1 .4 Spoln¿¡,r.rr CoNrnol

It is estimated that the proposed remedial measures
involving treatment of sediment sources and control of
bank erosion could reduce sediment yield by 30 to
35%o which is a significant reduction although it would
take some years to achieve.

11.1.5 OrHsn Aspscrs oF rHE SnorovrR
CarcHuBNr

The Shotover catchment has aspects other than being
the major contlibutor of sediment to the Clutha River
system. It is also an important contributor of water to
that system. Pastoral farrning is the main form of land
use in the catchment above Arthurs Point, but rearea-
tion and tourism are of considerable and increasing im-
portance. All these aspects will need to be considered
when deciding future plans for the catchment.
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